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ABSTRACT 

The Raks Thai Foundation’s Youth Leadership Development (YLD) program instills leadership 
and occupational skills in underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani, 
Thailand, however it has not fully developed. Our goal was to enhance the presence of these skills by 
evaluating teaching resources and marketing channels for local schools participating in the program. 
We interviewed teachers, guardians, students, customers, and vendors to create a program guide, which 
provides basic business concepts and activities to teach students skills they need to thrive in Udon 
Thani. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION  

In addition to migration worldwide, in 2006, a study showed that among 474,833 Northeast 
Thailand migrants, 256,754 of them had migrated to Bangkok (Sricharoen, 2013). From those who 
migrate, a study about teenagers in Thailand found that teengers may drop out of school and migrate for 
reasons including the need to stay with parents wherever they go, poverty, or family issues 
(Vithayakorn, 2009). Specifically, in northeast Thailand areas, including Udon Thani, these teenagers 
are more likely to drop out of school before graduation and possibly migrate to larger communities 
(Vithayakorn, 2009). Migration to larger cities could potentially increase the number of the teenagers 
getting involved in risky behavior such as engaging in drugs use or working in the illegal service sector, 
such as prostitution (Reeler, 2001).  If underprivileged teenagers do not leave home, a study has shown 
that 1 in 3 teens in northeastern Thailand are left without their parents (Keenapan & Thomas, 2014). 
Without parental guidance, some teenagers in Udon Thani will skip class to engage in sexual activities 
at “Nong Prajak,” the main attraction of Udon Thani (ทพิยน์ภา ค าคูณ, 2015). Also drug use is another 
negative adolescent behavior and in a study of everyday fears of children in southern Thailand, one 11-
year-old boy was quoted saying “It is very hard to find any teens in my community who do not use 
drugs” (UNICEF, 2008, p.24). These negative behaviors can be caused by a lack of parental support 
and guidance, limited educational opportunities, as well as social pressures, which may hinder their 
future on a daily basis. 

Underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of the Udon Thani Province in Thailand 
lack educational support, positive family influences, and meaningful jobs options (Sricharoen, 2013). 
To overcome these challenges, the Raks Thai Foundation implemented youth leadership development 
(YLD) programs in six schools (Raks Thai Foundation, 2011). The YLD programs focus on educational 
support, promotion of business, community enterprise, and leadership and occupational skill 
development for teenagers. In the programs, students create and sell a variety of products, such as 
wooden toys, key chains, organic fertilizers, and Thai desserts, however, the products are not being sold 
successfully. This hinders the development of important skills among teenagers, such as marketing, 
business, and communication. The goal of this project is to promote the development of leadership 
and occupational skills and personal capacities of the underprivileged teenagers in the 
Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani by evaluating program curriculum, product marketing, and 
new ways to promote the youth development program. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

In order to develop an understanding of the context of our project, we researched topics 
including challenges that underprivileged teenagers face around the world and in Thailand, and 
characteristics of YLD programs that have been successful in the past. 
 
The Challenges Underprivileged Teenagers Face 

Underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of the Udon Thani Province have few 
options for future employment or higher education opportunities (Sricharoen, 2013). This may 
negatively affect students because education can give them additional support and health education to 
divert them from getting involved in drug usage or other risky behaviors. Without educational support, 
underdeveloped skills can even hinder student’s access to employment and well-paid jobs (Bhalla & 
Luo, 2012). Students also need parental support because parental presence, bonding, and high 
expectations of teenagers have been found to be protective against emotional distress for adolescents 
(Resnick, Bearman, Blum, Bauman, Harris, et al., 1997). Lastly, lacking of employment options outside 
of family farms and businesses limits the opportunities teenagers have to obtain high income and steady 
jobs. With few employment prospects in this area of the country, residents are often forced to work in 
family businesses, such as farms (Sricharoen, 2013). Due to limited jobs in Northeast Province in 
Thailand, underprivileged teenagers may end up using drugs, having low-income jobs, or migrating into 
larger cities such as Bangkok and Chiang Mai. 
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Important Approaches for Youth Development Programs 
Youth development programs give underprivileged teenagers the opportunity and support to 

overcome their hardships and learn valuable skills for their future. The following five factors hold 
particular promise for the success of youth development programs: 
1. Obtaining Guardian Support: Guardians that have faced economic hardships often have higher 

expectations of their children and believe their children should achieve better grades to meet their 
expectations and higher education opportunities. Therefore, Thai guardians often want their 
children to work more on academics than vocational skills, so it is important to receive their 
support through informing them of the YLD program’s purpose.  

2. Creating a Strong Mission Statement: When powerful mission statements convey the program’s 
purpose to those that participate, staff motivation, satisfaction, empowerment, organizational 
alignment, and vision communication may improve (Kantabutra & Avery, 2010).  

3. Unifying Teacher Resources and Trainings: Unified teacher resources and trainings help to ensure 
that staff will be prepared to facilitate a positive youth development program and therefore will 
greatly impact the development of the participants’ skills (National 4-H Council, 2015).  

4. Incorporating Student Interests: Providing multiple options for youth development activities can 
help students stay engaged while learning skills, such as responsibility, time management, and 
confidence (O'Donnell & Coe-Regan, 2006). 

5. Selling Products: Creating and selling products helps students learn how to manage their money, 
time, and resources (Rogoff, Topping, Baker-Sennett, & Lacasa, 2002).  

Using these five factors instrumental in the success of the YLD programs, the goal of our project is to 
increase the leadership and occupational skills of underprivileged teenagers participating in the six 
YLD programs in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
As part of Raks Thai Foundation’s initiative to improve the youth development program, we 
investigated ways to improve different aspects of the program by completing three objectives: 

1. Evaluating current program curriculum in terms of teacher and student knowledge of program 
purpose, product development, and basic business skills.  

2. Determining guardian support and knowledge of the program purpose.  
3. Determining consumer 

demand for products and what 
affects sales of products. 
 
In order to complete objective 1, 
we interviewed 20 teachers and 35 
students between fourth and 
twelfth grades at the six schools 
currently participating in the YLD 
programs at the six schools. The 
figure to the left shows the names 
and locations of the six schools. 

The teacher interview 
questions were focused on what 
they thought the program purpose 
was, what skills they thought the 
students had gained, and how they 
taught how to price, how to 
advertise, and other basic business 
skills. The student interviews were 

focused on what their understanding of the program was and what skills they thought they have gained. 
When collecting data for objective 2, we interviewed 12 guardians at five schools. Our interview 
questions were focused on learning the guardian’s opinions on the YLD program and how much they 
knew about the program’s logistics and purpose. The purpose of these interviews was to gauge the 
guardians’ understanding of the program and what parts of the program they supported. We did this to 
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determine if their opinions were hindering the student’s involvement and interest in the program or not. 
To complete the third objective, we interviewed 11 vendors and 10 customers at the Red Lotus Sea 
Market in the Kumphawapi District, also shown in the map above. The purpose of the interviews with 
the vendors was to gauge whether the students could sell their non-edible products in the Red Lotus Sea 
Market. In separate interviews with consumers, we asked what types of products they were interested in 
buying at the market as well as their opinions on the quality of the samples of student-made products. 
We interviewed the customers to gain insight into what they were looking for when they went to the 
market to buy products. We organized our interview data by content analysis, SWOT analysis 
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) and the 4 P’s of marketing analysis (Product, Price, 
Place, Promotion). Our analytical techniques were chosen to best fit the responses of each stakeholder 
interviewed. 
 
RESULTS 
Analysis of our interviews with the teachers, students, guardians, vendors, and customers led us to 
several findings. We grouped the results into findings regarding the YLD programs performance and 
findings for a potential market for the students’ products. 
 
Findings on the YLD Programs Performance 
1. Each of the YLD schools are at different stages of development and teachers suggested sharing 

information between schools as a way to improve the programs. 
2. Students, teachers, and guardians generally support the program because they are able to see the 

students gaining leadership and occupational skills that can help them in their future. 
3. Many students, teachers, and guardians do not have a clear understanding of the connection 

between the program’s purpose and the skills students gain.  
4. Teachers participating in the YLD program want new instructional resources that effectively 

increase student’s skills in business. 
5. The YLD program needs a variety of activities that engage students. 

 
Findings for a Potential Market for the Students' Products 
6. The Red Lotus Sea Market is a suitable place for students to sell their products because of its close 

proximity to all six schools, its high sales season, and because it mainly attracts tourists. 
7. The Red Lotus Sea customers (tourists) are more willing to buy non-edible products.  
8. Customers are more willing to purchase handicraft products that represent Red Lotus Sea and are 

made by students. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The team proposed 10 recommendations for the Raks Thai Foundation. We grouped the 
recommendations into recommendations to improve the youth development program, recommendations 
for the products’ marketing channel, and recommendations for future projects. In conjunction with our 
recommendations we created a program guide as a deliverable that provides teacher resources for all six 
schools and includes a program mission statement, instructions on how to sell products, instructions on 
how to advertise, and other instructional material for teachers to teach basic business skills to students.  
 
Recommendations to Improve the Youth Development Program 
1. Teachers should share instructional resources between all YLD schools in order to maximize 

students’ skills. 
In order to unify the teacher resources, the schools should have an orientation at the beginning of the 
academic year with teachers and students’ representatives, implement our program guide that provides 
additional resources to teachers, and setup official online media, such as Facebook and Line for 
communication purposes. These shared resources will ensure that all the schools have the ability to 
excel to the next stage of development, referenced in Finding 1. 
2. Raks Thai Foundations should convey the program’s mission statement to the teachers, guardians, 

and students in order to reinforce the purpose and the skills the students should gain.  
Our proposed mission statement, as included in the program guide, is: To inspire and empower youth to 
seek higher education and success in jobs by instilling leadership and confidence in them. The mission 
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statement can be conveyed through posters and brochures and examples are included in our program 
guide. 
3. Raks Thai Foundation should increase the teacher's instructional resources and knowledge of 

marketing and business, and therefore increase the students’ knowledge in these areas. 
Some teachers had more business and marketing knowledge than others, but most of the teachers that 
participate in the YLD program lacked knowledge and resources to effectively teach basic business 
skills to students. Our program guide contains information about marketing, pricing, selling techniques, 
how to find a market to sell goods, accounting, and packaging. In accordance with Recommendation 1, 
teachers with more knowledge in these areas are encouraged to share their knowledge with other 
schools and in the program guide. 
4. Teachers should create new and innovative activities that engage and inspire the students to 

continuously be interested in the program. 
We have included innovative activities in our program guide that can be used in the lessons mentioned 
in Recommendation 3. We also recommend the use of videos, computer games, crossword puzzles, 
singing songs, and field trips as ways to engage students in different ways. 
5. Teachers should update the guardians on the program’s progress and logistics. 
The schools should update their current orientation for guardians and incorporate take-home resources 
such as brochures or newsletters. 
 
Recommendations for the Products’ Marketing Channel 
6. Students should sell their products at the Red Lotus Sea Market. 
Due to the Red Lotus Sea Market’s relative closeness to all six schools, tourist customer base, and high 
sales season, students should sell their non-edible products there. We have provided contact and 
location information for a vendor who is willing to give space to the students to sell their products. 
7. Students should create products that represent the Red Lotus Sea. 
Because the customer base at the Red Lotus Sea included mainly tourists interested in products that 
represent the Red Lotus Sea, students should create products with the Red Lotus Sea symbolism 
reflecting the red lotus color or shape. 
8. Students should advertise that they made the products in local YLD programs in order to attract 

customer attention. 
Since customers were more likely to buy products if they were in support of a cause, students should 
create advertisements, such as posters and labels, or make products at the table in the market, in order to 
attract more customers and thus increase the sales of the products. Product posters and label examples 
are included in our program guide. 
 
Recommendations for Future Projects 
9. The Raks Thai Foundation should periodically assess if the program guide and new market channel 

impact the development of students’ skills. 
The Raks Thai Foundation should create a checklist to assess the improvements within the program and 
any important impacts that the program guide and new market channel has made after a year of 
implementation. Categories to assess may include: how many students know how to price products, 
how many students know how to sell their goods, whether the students are more confident selling their 
products, whether the students are able to advertise their products to customers, etc. 
10. Upon the success of the program guide implementation, the administration of each YLD school 

should develop a teacher incentive program. 
Because our program guide requires the teachers to use additional instructional material and many of 
the teachers are already busy with their class work, we hope that this recommendation will make 
teachers feel appreciated and will encourage them to excel within the program.  
11. Raks Thai Foundation should create a plan that includes steps and milestones for schools to reach 

to become independent from Raks Thai Foundation. 
This plan should incorporate the program guide and introduce a timeline for schools to follow in order 
to become independent of funding from Merck Thailand or the Raks Thai Foundation. This will free 
that Raks Thai Foundation’s funding so that other schools have the opportunity to join and transform 
into a successful YLD school. 
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PROJECT CONCLUSION 
The goal of this project was to provide the schools involved in the Youth Leadership 

Development program additional resources and recommendations to improve the leadership and 
occupational skills of underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani, Thailand. 
We found that students, teachers, and guardians in the program did not fully understand its purpose and 
needed more resources to grasp that the program’s goal is to inspire students to seek higher education 
and successful jobs. We created a program guide for teachers to learn the mission statement and have 
basic marketing teaching resources to reference when teaching the leadership and occupational skills to 
the underprivileged teenagers. 

Underprivileged teenagers often face economic hardships, lack parental support, higher 
educational options, and job opportunities. Youth development programs have been successful in 
empowering underprivileged teenagers by instilling leadership and confidence in them. The skills 
teenagers gain in these programs inspire them to overcome their hardships and to seek higher education 
or achieve better paying jobs. All six of the programs in the schools we have analyzed are different 
from each other and from YLD schools’ worldwide; however, they all give teenagers the freedom to 
develop their skills individually and pursue their own path for a successful future. 

 
PERSONAL CONCLUSION 

Over the course of the past 14 weeks, our team has come a long way, from writing our initial 
proposal at WPI to submitting our final paper in Thailand. As a team, we have grown professionally, 
while becoming more organized, presentable, confident, and responsible. With the stress of conducting 
research and changing our project goal and objectives this term, we have learned to think critically, 
manage our time, and communicate effectively. Additionally, experiencing Thai culture has affected us 
personally, making us each more considerate and respectful of each other. 

As for our Thai partners, they “ไดเ้รยีนรูก้ารน าวธิกีารทางวทิยาศาสตรม์าประยุกตใ์ชเ้พือ่ชว่ยเหลอื
สงัคม และไดเ้รยีนรูท้ีจ่ะท างานรว่มกบัเพือ่รว่มงานทีม่าจากต่างเช ือ้ชาต ิตา่งภาษา และต่างวฒันธรรม,” which 
translates to: learned how to use science methods to help society and how to adapt to work with people 
from another background, language, and culture. 

We are so thankful to have had this opportunity to experience a new culture and to work on this 
project with Thai students. We are confident that we have made friendships that will last and that we 
will continue to grow the skills we have developed throughout this project. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Globally underprivileged teenagers, who lack parental guidance, higher educational 

opportunities and have limited future employment in their cities, are vulnerable to behavioral problems 
and migration to larger cities. With limited opportunities for higher education and employment options 
in their villages, many teenagers may leave to seek independence and start a new life in a place where 
jobs are more easily available, such as in cities (Kyaing, 2012). According to the United Nations 
International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), there are over 214 million migrants living outside 
their country of birth today and currently, sixty percent of the migrants under twenty are teenagers 
(Saab, Hovy, & Nuguid, 2010). Even if teenagers do not leave home, their parents may often migrate 
for work, leaving them alone (ICMHD, 2013). Some children have said that it is “terrible,” “sad,” “very 
hard,” and “painful” when their parents migrate for work (Duque-Paramo, 2012, p. 481). Without their 
parents’ support and guidance, they are more susceptible to drug or substance abuse (Nola Mokeyane, 
2016).  For example, “tobacco is often the first substance used by children and youth, with an estimated 
20 per cent of young smokers worldwide beginning before the age of 10” (United Nations, 2004, 
p.154). These teenagers who involve themselves in substance abuse or migrate from home are often 
susceptible to these problems because of their lack of parental guidance, educational opportunities, and 
employment options. 

In addition to migration worldwide, a study showed that among 474,833 Northeast Thailand 
migrants, 256,754 of them had migrated to Bangkok (Sricharoen, 2013). From those who migrated, a 
study about teenagers in Thailand found that teens may drop out of school and migrate for reasons 
including the need to stay with parents wherever they go, poverty, or family issues (Vithayakorn, 2009). 
Specifically, in northeast Thailand areas, including Udon Thani, these teenagers are more likely to drop 
out of school before graduation and possibly migrate to larger communities (Vithayakorn, 2009). 
Migration to larger cities could potentially increase the number of the teenagers getting involved in 
risky behavior such as engaging in drugs use or working in the illegal service sector, such as 
prostitution (Reeler, 2001). If underprivileged teenagers do not leave home, a study has shown that 1 in 
3 teens in northeastern Thailand are left without their parents (Keenapan & Thomas, 2014). Without 
parental guidance, some teenagers in Udon Thani will skip class to engage in sexual activities at “Nong 
Prajak,” the main attraction of Udon Thani (ทพิยน์ภา ค าคูณ, 2015). In addition, drug use is another 
negative adolescent behavior and in a study of everyday fears of children in southern Thailand, one 11-
year-old boy was quoted saying “It is very hard to find any teens in my community who do not use 
drugs” (UNICEF, 2008, p.24). These negative behaviors can be caused by a lack of parental support 
and guidance, limited educational opportunities, and social pressures that may hinder their future on a 
daily basis.  

Through social response to the challenges underprivileged teenagers face, many organizations 
worldwide have created programs that help support and assist teens in developing leadership and 
occupational skills, such as responsibility, time management, and confidence. More specifically, the 
Girl Scouts in America teaches skills such as goal setting, decision-making, problem solving, money 
management, effective communication, and business ethics through the use of a successful cookie 
selling program (Rogoff, Topping, Baker-Sennett, & Lacasa, 2002). The Youth Men’s Christian 
Association (YMCA) helps to support and assist teens in developing leadership and occupational skills 
by allowing students to choose the program activities they are most interested in (O'Donnell & Coe-
Regan, 2006). Overall, parental support and teaching specific skills have proven to be important in the 
development of leadership and occupational skills in youth (Lockheed, Fuller, & Nyirongo,1989).  

The Raks Thai Foundation, in conjunction with funding from Merck Thailand, has created a 
youth leadership development (YLD) program in six schools in the Kumphawapi District of Udon 
Thani, to promote leadership, occupational, and business skills in students. The YLD programs focus 
on educational support, promotion of business, community enterprise, and leadership and occupational 
skill development for teenagers. In the program, students create edible and nonedible products, such as 
Thai desserts, reed mats, and seed handicrafts and sell them in local markets (Raks Thai Foundation, 
2011). However, the program’s success has been limited by the sales of non-edible products and the 
business knowledge of teachers and students (Surakai, personal communication, 2016). 

The goal of our project was to improve the development of leadership and occupational skills 
of underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani, by providing additional 
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teaching resources and identifying a marketing channel for the student’s products. To achieve this goal, 
we evaluated the current program curriculum in terms of teacher and student knowledge of program 
purpose, product development, and basic business skills; determined guardian support and knowledge 
of the program purpose; and determined consumer demand for products and what affects the sales of 
products. After determining trends in the data collected from our interviews, we created a program 
guide that provides teacher resources for all six schools, and includes instructional material on how to 
teach basic business skills. This guide will enable the students to further develop their marketing skills 
and apply the skills at the Red Lotus Sea Market. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter, we began with a brief overview of underprivileged teenagers in the 

Kumphawapi District, the risk factors that teenagers face, and the influence that their behavioral 
problems can have on themselves and their community. Youth development programs have been used 
all over the world to address these issues. We have described the Raks Thai Foundations current YLD 
program and discussed positive characteristics of youth development programs that include: the need 
for parental support, a strong mission statement, teacher support and trainings, and incorporating youth 
interest into activities.  

2.1 The Challenges Underprivileged Teenagers Face  

Underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani Province have few 
options for future employment or higher education opportunities due to a lack of educational support, a 
lack of positive family influences, and limited jobs options (Sricharoen, 2013). Due to their limited 
options in the Kumphawapi District, the teenagers are vulnerable to migration to larger cities in the 
hopes of having more employment opportunities and freedom (Sricharoen, 2013). If teenagers do 
choose to migrate to larger cities, there is a possibility for them to get involved in risky behaviors such 
as engaging in drug use or working in an illegal service sector, such as prostitution, because those 
services are more readily available to people in larger cities than they are in smaller districts such as 
Kumphawapi (Reeler, 2001). Although not all teenagers choose to migrate, those that stay in Udon 
Thani may still fall to peer pressure, become involved drugs, and other negative pressures (Momen & 
Kanato, 2011). This section describes how underprivileged teenagers that cannot overcome the 
challenges they face in Udon Thani, may become involved in drugs locally or may migrate to larger 
cities. This is summarized in Figure 1 below. 

 
Figure 1: Framework showing the relationship between limitations of underprivileged teenagers and 

possible risky situations that they may face in Udon Thani or following migration to larger cities. 
 

2.1.1 Lack of Educational Support  
Education can give students necessary support and health education to divert them from 

becoming involved in drugs or other risky behaviors. Without educational support, underprivileged 
students may develop low self-esteem and behavioral problems such as drug use, sexual outbreaks, 
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prostitution, and suicidal thoughts (MudLake, 2013). In addition to evidence that lack of educational 
support can cause negative behavioral problems, a study completed in Udon Thani revealed that, 
“adolescents with lower education [had] a chance to use club drugs 3.7 times more than those with 
higher education” in 2011 (Momen & Kanato, 2011, para. 15).  Not only does this information show 
that drug use is a prevalent problem in teenagers in Udon Thani, but there is a correlation in Udon 
Thani with drug abuse and educational level (Momen & Kanato, 2011). 

In addition to behavioral problems, evidence has shown that the students in Thailand that lack 
educational support are often at risk of lower reading and writing skill development (Suthatip, 2015). 
Therefore, inadequate education can impede Thai students’ basic skill development. Underdeveloped 
skills can hinder student’s access to employment and well-paid jobs (Bhalla & Luo, 2012), which can 
lead to them migrating to larger cities such as Bangkok or Chiang Mai where employment may be 
easier to find (Sricharoen, 2013).  
 
2.1.2 Economic Hardship and Limited Jobs Opportunities 

The main cause of migration in Thailand is economic factors, which include poverty, lack of 
employment, and low-income (Sricharoen, 2013). A study completed on migration from Northeast 
Thailand to Bangkok determined that up to 46.04% of migrants initially had agricultural jobs 
(Sricharoen, 2013), where their income was “around 50 percent less than those in Bangkok” (World 
Bank, 2005, p. 22). Having few employment options outside of family farms and businesses limits the 
opportunities teenagers have to obtain high income and steady jobs. In Udon Thani, most jobs, such as 
public transportation work and selling agricultural and local products, have a low monthly income and 
may be inconsistent over time (Kyaing, 2012). Due to a low-income from agricultural jobs, 
unemployment, and underemployment, some people believe that they may be able to find better jobs in 
larger cities (Kyaing, 2012). The jobs underprivileged teenagers may now end up obtaining may require 
low-skill labor such as factory workers or prostitution (Merck Thailand & Raks Thai Foundation, 
2013). Therefore, the issue of finding a job and earning enough money in the Kumphawapi District may 
lead to teenagers to move away to larger cities where they will feel they will have more opportunities 
for employment so that they can provide for themselves. Although this may be the case, studies show 
that there may be an association between migration and risky behaviors. In a study on risky behaviors 
in Thai migrants in Bangkok, “there was a marginally significant trend towards a higher prevalence of 
hazardous/harmful drinking among migrants” (Jirapramukpitak, Prince, & Harpham, 2008, p.5). 
Therefore, even if opportunities for economic success may be more plentiful in larger cities, migration 
may still not solve the problems people are trying to escape. 
 
2.1.3 Lack of Positive Family Influences 

In a family dynamic parents serve as the main role models for their children by being involved 
in their life and setting examples with their attitude and behavior within the family environment (Nola 
Mokeyane, 2016). Therefore, children of single parents are at a disadvantage because they only have 
the potential for a one parental role model. In a study of children raised by single mothers, evidence 
showed that the children were more likely to have damaging long-term consequences that would lead 
them towards less economic security and living in deprived areas because of less attention and guidance 
(Nola Mokeyane, 2016). Single parents have to spend their time fighting for financial survival and often 
they cannot give the time nourishing time their children need during adolescence. In addition, a two-
year study of drug users in Udon Thani and their influences revealed that the chance of an adolescent 
with single parents to become involved with club drugs is 16.1 times higher than students with married 
parents (Momen & Kanato, 2011). With only one parental caretaker to provide money for the family 
and to act as a role model, teenagers have the opportunity to turn to other sources for money and role 
models which can increase the likelihood of them choosing riskier forms of employment, like 
prostitution, or becoming involved in drugs. Overall, parental presence, bonding, and high expectations 
of their teenagers have been found to be protective against emotional distress for adolescents (Resnick 
et al., 1997). To contrast, evidence shows that ineffective parenting can lead to children having 
behavioral problems, delinquency, criminality, or academic problems (Nola Mokeyane, 2016). 
According to a study on the Yangkon Wit Elementary School in Udon Thani, teenagers that have 
negative family environments, such as poverty, living with single parents or having weak family 
relationships, are likely to have mental problems, therefore they may need advice on personal problems, 
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occupational options, educational decisions, and adaptability skills (Nola Mokeyane, 2016). 
Additionally, family conflict and the quest for independence sometimes lead to migration, especially of 
those in the younger generation (Kyaing, 2012). Family influences can therefore affect teenagers from 
having proper role models and from avoiding risky behaviors such as drug use in their homes or the 
cities they may migrate to find independence. 

2.2. Youth Leadership Development Program in Thailand  

Youth leadership development programs help underprivileged teenagers overcome their 
challenges to obtain higher education and better paying jobs, which visually can be seen in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: Visual showing how youth leadership development programs help underprivileged teens 

overcome challenges to obtain higher education and better paying jobs. 
 
To help underprivileged teenagers, and increase the prosperity of Northeastern citizens, the Raks Thai 
Foundation funded by Merck Thailand created a Youth Leadership Development, YLD, program to 
increase the leadership and occupational skills of teenagers in the Kumphawapi District (Merck 
Thailand & Raks Thai Foundation, 2013). This YLD program curriculum was implemented at six 
model schools to aid youth in gaining occupational skills and obtaining viable jobs in the future. The 
six schools included one high school and five extended opportunity schools. The Raks Thai 
Foundation’s program currently consists of students creating and selling a variety of products, such as 
wooden handicrafts, keychains, reed mats, baskets, organic fertilizers, spring rolls, and Thai desserts 
(Surakai, 2016). The purpose of the program is not for students to just make these products, but for 
them to gain leadership and occupational skills as they learn how to make and how to sell the products. 
However, the program has not been successful in selling non-edible products, and therefore the Raks 
Thai Foundation’s mission of empowering impoverished groups is limited (Raks Thai Foundation, 
2011).  

2.3 Important Approaches for Youth Development Programs 

Youth development programs give underprivileged teenagers the opportunity and support to 
overcome their lack of educational support, lack of positive family influences, and limited jobs option 
in order to learn valuable skills for their futures. This section discusses the positive contributions of 
youth programs in Thailand to the lives of underprivileged teenagers and gives additional global 
examples to support these positive contributions. First, we discuss how parent and guardian opinions of 
programs can influence student’s participation. Next, we discuss how having a strong mission 
statement, consistent teacher trainings, and incorporation of student interest can help create a well-
rounded youth development program. Finally, we discuss why successfully selling products in youth 
development programs can be beneficial to the development of student’s skills. All of these best 
practices are summarized in Figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: Best practices of youth development programs gathered from evidence in the literature and their 

potential contribution to the positive development of a program. 
 
2.3.1 Obtaining Guardian Support 

School teachers may benefit from educating guardians about what students can gain from youth 
development programs, including the skills needed for obtaining jobs in the future (Reagor & Rehm, 
1995). Through this communication, guardians may build their understanding and support for a 
program and encourage their children to do the same. Guardians in Thailand that face economic 
hardships often have higher expectations for what their children should learn, such as: math, science, 
reading and writing skills, because the guardians want their children to achieve better grades in the 
hopes of pursuing higher education opportunities (Williams, Archavanitkul, & Havanon, 1997). 
However, some schools in Udon Thani are considered extended opportunity schools, in which the 
curriculum is less academically based and more focused on vocational skill development (Surakai, 
personal communication, 2016); which five of the six schools in the YLD program are structured this 
way. Therefore, sharing information about the benefits of the YLD program is that much more 
important for the program’s success because guardians may already be hesitant to the idea of extended 
schools focusing less on academics.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

A study completed on the effects of parental support on student’s achievements in Thailand, 
recommended that teachers and administrators provide informational material on the student's progress 
to their parents (Lockheed, Fuller, & Nyirongo, 1989). This study specified that the informational 
material must consider local conditions and educational decisions in order to gain the most support 
from guardians (Lockheed, Fuller, & Nyirongo,1989). Having a promotional campaign about a program 
benefits can also be included to help gain this support. To further promote the YLD program to 
guardians in Thailand, teachers can use information from the Thai government’s campaign, “Moderate 
Class More Knowledge,” which decreases the amount of time spent on academics to allow more time in 
the school schedule for vocational programs (นวรัตน ์รามสูต, บัลลังก์ โรหติเสถียร, 2015). A study had 
shown that many guardians and teachers supported the Thai government campaign because they had 
noticed that students that attended extended opportunity schools had better performance than those that 
attended normal high schools (Boonchuai, 1998).  
 
2.3.2 Creating a Strong Mission Statement 
 With a strong mission statement, YLD programs can communicate their purpose to the teacher, 
parents, and students that participate along with the customers that buy the students’ products. Having a 
strong mission statement is a beneficial way to convey any organization’s vision or purpose. For 
example, a previous study on mission statements in retail stores in Bangkok showed that powerful 
mission statements that make a significant impact on the store’s success possessed certain 
characteristics such as “conciseness, clarity, abstractness, challenge, future orientation, stability, and 
desirability or the ability to inspire” (Kantabutra & Avery, 2010, p.2). In this study, staff members and 
customers were asked about their satisfaction, and results showed that strong mission statements could 
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improve staff motivation, satisfaction, empowerment, organizational alignment, and vision 
communication. Similarly, a mission statement can motivate YLD staff and can better explain the 
purpose of the YLD program to the customers to gain understanding and support. No matter how 
diverse organizations are, all can use the mission statement to guide their success and goals within the 
organization. (Kantabutra & Avery, 2010) 
 
2.3.3 Ensuring Consistency of Teacher Resources and Trainings 

Studies have shown that program goals were more likely to be achieved when staff had an 
understanding of the program and proper methods to convey the program’s purpose (Collins, Hill, & 
Miranda, 2008). Evidence also showed that when trainings included unified and appropriate resources, 
as well as retraining sessions, staff were prepared to facilitate positive youth development (National 4-
H Council, 2015). In the case that centralized training was not possible, the 4-H club offered online 
training resources and webinars for staff to use, which effectively ensured that all staff were trained to 
the standards set by the 4-H club (National 4-H Council, 2015). In situations where webinars and online 
trainings were not feasible, paper copies of brochures, posters, or handbooks were used as a better 
option. By providing online resources, printable resources, or in person trainings, youth development 
programs can ensure that their mission is conveyed and staff is challenged to reflect on their work. To 
ensure trainings are effective, retraining sessions throughout the year can lead to improvements in 
facilitating and maintaining the goal of a program. For instance, the 4-H club staff were evaluated with 
written evaluations throughout the year, but volunteers, who were generally not as experienced as the 
staff, had to go through annual trainings to work with the 4-H club (National 4-H Council, 2015). 
Incorporating retraining sessions throughout a program period helped to ensure consistency between all 
teachers and staff facilitating the curriculum for the enrolled teenagers.  
 
2.3.4 Incorporating Student Interest 

Including student interest into a program curriculum can allow teens to feel more positive 
toward a program, which may increase their enrollment (Quinn, 1999). In order to cater a program to 
the various interests of different students, a program may provide multiple options for youth 
development activities. According to the study of the Youth Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) on 
“low-income and culturally-diverse urban high school students,” leadership, communication, team 
building, decision-making, and problem solving skills of the students could have been improved by 
providing them with a variety of class options for them to choose from (O'Donnell & Coe-Regan, 2006, 
p. 55). With a variety of class options, students are more likely to enjoy the lessons, recognize they are 
learning new materials, and benefit from the overall program (O'Donnell & Coe-Regan, 2006).  Similar 
to the YMCA’s program, Pfizer Thailand Foundation partnered with World Vision Foundation of 
Thailand (WVFT) to organize yearly young leadership camps in Thailand (WVFT, 2012). Pfizer’s 
young leadership camp similarly promoted the individual participants’ interest. At the Pfizer’s young 
leadership camps, participants did activities that related to their career interests, in the hopes that they 
would teach “comprehensive learning skills through leadership development and take what they have 
learned to continue improving their lives” (WVFT, 2012, para. 2). Programs that include the student 
interest positively reflect the skills students’ gain (O'Donnell & Coe-Regan, 2006), and are well 
received by the Thai participants (WVFT, 2012).   

 
2.3.5 Selling Products  

The Raks Thai Foundation YLD program involved the selling of edible and nonedible products 
by students involved in order to build leadership and occupational skills. Although producing and 
selling products is not part of all youth development programs, the Raks Thai Foundation YLD 
program has used it as a tool to teach these skills. Similar to the YLD program, Girl Scouts of America 
used selling products to build important life skills. The Girl Scouts of America currently sell millions of 
boxes of cookies a year, and 75 percent of their revenue gets circulated back into the development of 
their program, and the rest goes to producing the cookies (Girl Scouts, 2016). Their program’s mission 
is for participants to discover who they are, what they care about, and what their talents are, connect 
with other people, locally and globally, and take action to do something to make the world a better 
place (Girl Scouts, 2016). In an analysis of the Girl Scouts cookies sales program, Christian Science 
Monitor quoted that “the sale is considered an important educational tool for teaching courtesy, 
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responsibility, goal setting, business principles, and safety” (Rogoff, Topping, Baker-Sennett, & 
Lacasa, 2002, p. 274). Girl Scouts also learn how to manage their money, time, and resources, which 
are all skills students in the YLD programs may gain as well (Rogoff, Topping, Baker-Sennett, & 
Lacasa, 2002). Selling products helps to teach Girls Scouts and students in the YLD program various 
occupational and leadership skills. 

In addition to these leadership and occupational skills helping students sell products, research 
has also shown that in order to increase the sales of products in tourist areas of Asian countries, the 
products must have qualities that customers are attracted to (Lee, Kim, Seock, & Cho, 2009). In a study 
done on cross-cultural marketing in Korea, most Asian tourists were found looking for souvenirs that 
represented visual signals, colors, and artifacts of the specific culture or location the souvenir was 
purchased at (Lee, Kim, Seock, & Cho, 2009). Tourists in the study also highlighted that they are 
attracted to products that were authentic and were made by a local Northeast Asian craftsperson or 
company (Lee, Kim, Seock, & Cho, 2009). Even though, it is crucial for the students to learn leadership 
and occupational skills with YLD programs, they also need to know what the consumers want, what 
products will sell for, and how to sell these products in order to learn about useful skills that they can 
use in future jobs.  

2.4 Conclusion 

Through our background research, we have learned the benefits and needs for youth 
development programs in rural communities. These programs provided the structure and resources to 
underprivileged teenagers in order to divert their behavior towards positive outcomes. We developed 
the knowledge and resources needed to evaluate the YLD program and to assist the Raks Thai 
Foundation in developing instructional materials to improve its program. Our following methods were 
not focused on discovering how the students make the products, but on determining what skills they are 
gaining by making these products and what could be improved to further enhance these skills. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
As part of Raks Thai Foundation’s initiative to enhance the YLD program, we investigated 

ways to improve different aspects of the program, including teacher instructional resources, stakeholder 
knowledge and support, and the sales of the student’s products. In this chapter, we discussed how we 
achieved our goal of improving the development of leadership and occupational skills of 
underprivileged teenagers in the YLD program, by providing additional teaching resources and 
identifying a new marketing channel to sell students products, following the completion of the 
objectives below:  

1. Evaluating the current program curriculum in terms of teacher and student knowledge of 
program purpose, product development, and basic business skills.  

2. Determining guardian support and knowledge of the program purpose.  
3. Determining consumer demand for products and what affects product sales. 

All of the data collected followed the same interview process, explained in Appendix A, which 
also includes an explanation of consent and limitations we considered during our interviews. We 
performed our interviews at the six schools that are currently participating in the YLD program and at 
the Red Lotus Sea Market in the Kumphawapi District. A list of each school and their corresponding 
products, grade levels, and interviewed stakeholders is located in Appendix B. A visual representation 
of the locations of the schools and the Red Lotus Sea Market is shown in a Kumphawapi District color 
coded map provided in Appendix C. Throughout our analysis section, the information from each school 
followed the same color coding in order to maximize the reader’s understanding. 

3.1 Evaluate the current program curriculum in terms of teacher and student knowledge of 
program purpose, product development, and basic business skills. 

To evaluate student and teenager knowledge, we interviewed 20 teachers and 35 students 
between fourth and twelfth grade from the six schools in the Kumphawapi District. Based on our 
literature review, we identified key characteristics of youth development programs, including 
incorporating student interest into activities and ensuring consistent teacher resources, therefore we 
created our interview questions around these aspects. We asked the students about which parts of the 
program they enjoyed, what they thought the program purpose was, and if they knew how to price and 
sell their products, as shown in Appendix D. The goal of these interviews was to determine how much 
of an understanding the students had about pricing and selling products as well as their knowledge of 
the program’s purpose. We then interviewed the teachers, with the questions in Appendix E, in order to 
determine what teachers thought the program purpose was, what skills they thought the students had 
gained, what business knowledge the teachers had, and how they taught the students how to price, how 
to advertise, and other basic business skills. Ultimately, our interviews were used to find where 
improvements in the program can be made in order to better teach students vocational skills that could 
be used in their futures.  

3.2 Determine guardian support and knowledge of the program purpose.  

 To determine guardian knowledge and support for the program purpose, we interviewed 12 
guardians at all of the schools except Ban Na Dee Sang Bong School. We focused our interview 
questions on the guardians’ opinions and understanding of the program since we gathered information 
in the literature review about the importance of guardian support on children's education, especially in 
extended opportunity schools. We used the interview questions shown in Appendix F, and the goal of 
these interviews was to gauge the guardians’ understanding of the program’s logistics and purpose and 
what parts of the program they supported.  

3.3 Determine consumer demand for products and what affects sales of products. 

    To determine the consumer demand for products and what affects the sales of products, we 
interviewed 11 vendors and 10 customers at the Red Lotus Sea Market. These interview responses were 
compared to the responses we received during brief interviews at the UD Market in Udon Thani. From 
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our literature review, we found that customers, specifically Asian tourists, are attracted to certain types 
of products, so we created interview questions to determine customer and vendor opinions on the 
different products students in the YLD program made. At the markets we interviewed vendors that sold 
products similar to those the students were making. In our interviews with the vendors, we asked about 
their experience selling products and whether they would be willing to sell the students’ products; the 
questions we asked are provided in Appendix G. The goal of the interviews with the vendors was to 
gauge whether the students could sell their non-edible products in the Red Lotus Sea Market. In 
separate interviews with consumers, we asked what types of products they were interested in buying at 
the market as well as their opinions on the quality of the example student-made products, seen in 
Appendix H. The reason behind interviewing the customers was to gain insight into what they were 
looking for when they went to the market to buy products. 

3.4 Data Analysis  

In order to organize the collected data from the semi-structured interviews, as described in 
Appendix A, we separated the responses by objective and stakeholder. Due to translation, our interview 
notes were not verbatim and instead were conversation notes and topic summaries. Using these notes, 
we then categorized our data using content analysis. Content analysis is a qualitative method of analysis 
that standardizes characterization and comparison of text (McLeod, 2014).). Following our content 
analysis, we reviewed our interviews to organize the responses into tables for SWOT (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis and for 4 P’s (Product, Price, Place, Promotion) of 
marketing analysis; a more in-depth description of the two analytical strategies is explained below: 
● SWOT analysis was used to analyze the teacher, student, and guardian interview responses 

because their responses were about the overall performances of the program, shown in Appendix I, 
J, and K, respectively. SWOT analysis is often proposed as a tool used in exploring possibilities 
and initiating new programs in vocational schools (Balamuralikrishna & Dugger, 1995). In our 
analysis, strengths and weaknesses were grouped together as internal factors of SWOT analysis 
because the data is about the positive and negative stakeholder’s opinions on the program’s 
performance. Opportunities and threats were grouped into external factors because they included 
aspects of the program that cannot be changed by that specific stakeholder, but instead need to be 
changed by the Raks Thai Foundation or the YLD program as a whole.  

● The 4 P’s of marketing analysis was used to analyze vendor and consumer responses because their 
responses were specifically about the products and marketing, as shown in Appendix L and M 
respectively. The process of bringing a product or service to a market involves many different 
decisions that vary between organizations. The various choices are often called “marketing mix”, 
defined by 4 P’s: Product, Place, Price, and Promotion (Manktelow & Carlson, 1996). For the 
purpose of our analysis, we slightly redefined the meaning of each P in order to make the most 
efficient analysis. The new definition of each P factor was:  

1. Product - Type of product that vendors/customers want to sell/buy. 
2. Price- Price for students’ products from vendors/customers. 
3. Place - Best time period for the product to be sold and how to get products to the market. 
4. Promotion - Suggestion on how students can advertise and market their product.  

The information from the SWOT analysis tables in Appendices I, J, and K was used to present findings 
for the YLD programs’ performance. The information from the 4 P’s of Marketing tables in Appendices 
L and M was used to present findings for a potential market for the students’ products. 

4. RESULTS  
In this chapter, we have discussed the findings that were formulated from our interviews 

with 19 teachers, 38 students, 12 guardians, 11 vendors, and 10 customers, from the six YLD schools 
and the Red Lotus Sea Market in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani. These interviews have 
allowed us to make the connections between the Raks Thai Foundation’s goal for the YLD program 
and the skills the students have gained. Our findings were organized in terms of relevance to the 
Raks Thai Foundation Youth Leadership Development program’s curriculum and support, and the 
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Red Lotus Sea Market as a market channel for the students’ products. Because the Raks Thai 
Foundation organized all of our interviews, we were unable to interview all students, guardians, and 
teachers from each school, so our data may be slightly biased, however we believe we have obtained 
a representative sample of these stakeholders. 

4.1 Findings on the YLD Programs’ Performance 

Finding 1. Each of the YLD schools is at different stages of development. 
After visiting all six schools, the team found that each school’s YLD program had developed 

separately, had different resources to achieve the program’s goal, and were at different stages of 
development. Table 1 outlines the stages that Mr.Tanaphong Surakai, the director of the Udon Thani 
Raks Thai Foundation center, believed each school to be at in their development and also includes an 
explanation of why they are categorized in their ranking. Currently there are three schools at the 
advanced ranking, one school at the intermediate ranking, and two schools at the beginner ranking, as 
seen in the graphic in Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4: Graphic showing each school in their corresponding stage of development. 

 
The schools were given these rankings based upon several variables including: teacher 

availability and knowledge, availability of volunteers, product resources and quality, and student 
development toward the program goal. Table 1 describes why each school is at its respective stage 
ranking. For example, through observations at the Ban Pa Ko School, an advanced ranked school, we 
found that that program was more developed than other schools because it had many resources and 
volunteers, and was working toward the program goal with continuous support from the school 
principal. In contrast, the Ban Na Dee Sang Bong School, a beginner ranked school, lacks many teacher 
resources and volunteers, and therefore was unable to produce and sell quality products. For example, 
our interviews revealed that many students enjoyed making the wooden crafts, however, the students 
could not make them often because the school did not have enough teachers to instruct the wooden craft 
activity. 
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Name of School Stage of 
Development 

Why do they deserve this ranking? How long does the 
school have been 
participating in 
YLD program? 

 
Nong Daeng 

Witthayodom School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านหนองแดง วิท

โยดม 

 
Advanced 

- The students were working toward the program 
objective, and many, if not all, of the students in 
the school were involved in the program 
- The students sold the products by themselves 
- The teachers supported the students  
- The students did the activities continuously 
therefore were skills were more developed 

8 years 

Ban Non Som Boon School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านโนนสมบรูณ ์

Advanced About 1 year 

Ban Pa Ko School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านปะโค 

Advanced 6 years 

Ban Dong Noi School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านดงน้อย 

Intermediate - The students were working toward the program 
objectives, and many, not all, of the students in 
the school were involved in the program 
- The students sold the product by themselves 
- The teachers supported the students  
- They didn’t do the activities continuously so 
their skills weren’t developed as consistently 

6 years 

Ban Wa Pee School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านวาป ี

Beginner - They didn’t work towards the program 
objectives  
- Some teachers did not support the program  
- The students haven’t gained a variety of skills 

4 years 

Ban Na Dee Sang Bong 
School - 

โรงเรียนบ้านนาดีสร้างบง 

Beginner About 1 year 

Table 1: Each of the six schools listed with descriptions of their corresponding ranking stages. 
  

Mr. Tanaphong Suraki noted in an interview that he recognized that all of the schools were at 
different stages of development and it was his long-term goal to get all schools at the same 
developmental stage (Surakai, personal communication, 2016). To help bridge the gap in development, 
some teachers suggested sharing information between schools as a way to improve the program. Even 
though some schools had their own Facebook page, school websites, and a group Line, they were not 
successful in sharing information between different schools. Specifically, at Ban Wa Pee School, one 
teacher conveyed her opinion on sharing information between schools by saying that they should, “น า
โรงเรยีนอืน่เป็นตน้แบบ โรงเรยีนทีป่ระสบความส าเรจ็แลว้” (Translated as, “Take the successful school as their 
role model”). Her suggestion to take the resources of all schools and share them among each other 
could influence all programs to reach their full potential of developing teenager’s skills. 
 
Finding 2. The majority of students, teachers, and guardians support the program because they 
are aware of the skills students gain through their participation. 

Through interviews with students, teachers, and guardians, we discovered that a majority of 
these stakeholders saw how much the students enjoyed the program and the skills they had gained, and 
therefore were in support of the YLD program. In our interviews the students revealed various parts of 
the YLD program they liked. First, some students at the Ban Non Som Boon School won a competition 
for the seed handicrafts they made in this YLD program. The students were happy and proud of this 
recognition because their new skills and hard work were praised. Students also often enjoy how they 
learn cooking skills when they make Thai desserts that they can take home to help cook for their 
families. From several comments similar to these, we noted that most of the students are seeing how the 
positive skills they are learning from this program can impact their lives at home, which is helping them 
support it more.  
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In addition to students, teachers are aware of the students’ skill development and have also 
shown their support for the YLD program. One teacher from the Ban Dong Noi School noticed that the 
students were improving their critical thinking and analyzing skills through this program. A different 
teacher observed that this program helps students gain confidence in their ideas. When teachers see the 
effects the YLD program can have, they often relate it back to the work they have put into helping these 
students, which in turn helps them support the program even more.  

We also found that many guardians saw the program as a stepping stone for their children’s 
future career and that the skills they were gaining could lead them to success in their careers. The 
attributes guardians have noted the students were gaining through program participation included 
responsibility, putting more effort into their work, time management, and managing skills. Since many 
of the guardians saw the positive effects of the program and had noted this increase in skill 
development in their children, they began to support the YLD program more. When we asked guardians 
about the program, we found that many of the guardians saw the program as a great addition to their 
child’s education. In addition to supporting their child’s involvement, some guardians had been 
providing resources that supported the program. For example, guardians at the Ban Pa Ko School had 
formed a parents’ community within the school in order to teach the students how to make reed mats. 
Their willingness to provide resources and their time to the program further shows their desire for 
program’s success. Lastly, one parent from Baan Non Som Boon School expressed her support for the 
program when she said that she thought occupational skills were better than academics. Ultimately, the 
students, teachers, and guardians noted there are many reasons to support the program thus far. 

 
Finding 3. Many students, teachers, and guardians do not have a clear understanding of the 
connection between the program’s purpose and the skills students’ gain. 

Although students, teachers, and guardians were in support of the Raks Thai Foundation’s 
program, they often did not understand the purpose of the program. According to the Raks Thai 
Foundation, developing leadership and occupational skills, including self-review skills, technical skills, 
confidence, and analytical skills, to aid them for their futures was the purpose of their YLD program 
(Surakai, personal communication, 2016). Often times, teachers did not interpret the purpose in that 
way and one teacher in particular even stated that she believed the purpose of the program was “เพือ่
ส่งเสรมิใหนั้กเรยีนมรีายไดจ้ากกจิกรรม ดกีว่าใหเ้ลกิเรยีนแลว้ไปหางานท า,” which translated to “For the 
students to get money from the program to continue studies rather than quit the school to get a job.” 
This opinion aligns with our finding that some teachers misunderstood the purpose of the program.  

In addition to teachers, students often did not understand the program’s purpose. For example, 
at the Ban Na Dee Sang Bong School, two out of three students interviewed said “ไม่เคยไดย้นิโครงการนี้
เลย,” which meant, “I have never heard about this program before,” even though they were 
participating in it.  We also found that many of the students from the beginner ranked schools, from 
Figure 4, had more of an idea of the programs existence, but when we asked some students at Nong 
Daeng Witthayodom School what they believed the purpose of the program was, they said, “เพือ่หา
รายไดเ้สรมิ แบ่งเบาภาระพ่อแม่,” which meant “To find additional income to help support their family 
financially.” When asked the same question, another student at Ban Dong Noi School said, “รูจ้กัความ
สามคัคใีนการท างานรว่มกนั,” which meant “To learn how to work as a team”. While another student at 
Ban Wa Pee School responded, “จะไดใ้ชเ้วลาว่างใหเ้ป็นประโยชน,์” which meant, “To spend their free time 
wisely.” While these responses did address parts of the program, such as some of the intended 
occupational skills, the Raks Thai Foundation did not describe the purpose of the program to be a better 
use of free time or a way for students to make money.  

We also found out that some guardians did not have a clear understanding of the program’s 
purpose, because of an unhelpful parent orientation and hearing about the program through second-
hand accounts from their children. For example, one guardian interviewed, noted that even though she 
attended a guardian orientation at the Ban Dong Noi School, she was still confused about the purpose of 
the program. The guardians that were interviewed believed that if they had a better understanding of the 
program, then they would have been able to support and further encourage their students to participate 
and gain occupational skills from the program. One of the guardians from Ban Dong Noi School 
mentioned that “ก็อยากจะรู ้เพราะว่าเวลาลกูถามจะไดต้อบลูกได ้เราอยากรูอ้ะไรก็ถามลูก จะไดเ้รยีนรูซ้ ึง่กนัและ
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กนั วธินีีท้ าใหเ้ราไปไดไ้กลขึน้.” Translated, this meant, “I want to know [about the program]. When my 
children ask me the question about program, I can answer him. We can learn [from] each other in order 
to make us go further [in the development].” Additionally, because the Raks Thai Foundation organized 
these interviews, most of those interviewed were involved in the program and we were unable to get a 
lot of feedback back from parents who were not involved in the program. Therefore, there could be 
some bias from the guardian’s responses. 

 
Finding 4. Teachers participating in the YLD program may benefit from new instructional 
resources that effectively increase students’ skills in business. 

Some teachers had more business and marketing knowledge than others, but most of the 
teachers that participate in the YLD program lack knowledge and resources to effectively teach basic 
business skills to students. One teacher from Baan Wa Pee School said that they needed more resources 
about business and basic marketing to teach their students. In agreement with this, teachers from five 
out of six schools mentioned that they wanted more marketing resources to use when teaching. When 
not provided with sufficient resources and knowledge, teachers had to turn to the internet for marketing 
and accounting teaching materials. However, a teacher at Ban Na Dee Sang Bong School stated that 
when they looked up instructions for products online or in books, they often had problems producing 
good products and ended up hiring outside experts, such as instructors from Udon Thani College of 
Agriculture and Technology, anyways. Although the teachers involved in the program had some 
information on teaching marketing, occupational, and life skills, there was a notable gap between the 
amount of resources they had and the amounts of resources they needed. Our interviews with teachers 
revealed that there was a large opportunity for increased and innovative instructional material in order 
to help the program grow and become more successful.  

In our interviews with the teachers, they suggested new resources including outside teaching 
experts, workshop plans, lesson plans, a program guide, teacher newsletters, posters, and information 
shared between schools as ways to improve the program. A teacher at Nong Daeng Witthayodom 
School, shown in Figure 5 below, said that the program guide should include information about 
marketing, pricing, selling techniques, how to find a market to sell goods, accounting, and packaging. 

 

 
Figure 5: Our team member, Panupong, interviewing a teacher at Nong Daeng Witthayodom School. 

 
In addition to a need for instructional materials, many teachers mentioned the need for an 

increased budget from Merck Thailand and the Raks Thai Foundation in order to buy more product 
resources to improve the quality of their products. In our investigation of the schools, we also found 
that some students and guardians noted that they needed to pay money to complete the activities, 
however, we also learned from Mr. Tanaphong Surakai that the Raks Thai Foundation and Merck 
Thailand gave the same budget (5,000 baht) to each school every year. We have acknowledged that the 
budget is a limitation, but our project goal does not address this.  
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Finding 5. The YLD program needs a variety of activities that engage students.  
Many teachers, guardians, and students said there should be more engaging activities in the 

YLD program in order to increase the skills of the students. Teachers agreed that engaging classroom 
material would help keep students interested in what they are learning. For instance, one of the teachers 
from the Ban Non Som Boon School noted that, “คุณครทูีน่ี่แกแ่ลว้ มนัจะเยีย่มยอดมากทีจ่ะมเีทคนิคการสอน
ใหม่ๆ คดิว่าเด็กจะรกัโรงเรยีนมากขึน้เพราะโรงเรยีนมกีารสอนทีห่ลากหลาย,” translated as, “Teachers here are 
old already. It would be awesome if we have new teaching techniques. I think the students will love 
their school more [if] the school has a variety of teaching techniques.” This revealed that teachers 
believed new ways to teach and new activities, such as social media, critical thinking, games, and self-
learning, would help keep students happy and engaged in the program. Teachers also gave several 
specific suggestions on ways to increase student engagement. For example, teachers at the Ban Non 
Som Boon School, Ban Na Dee Sang Bong School, and Ban Dong Noi School believed that using 
videos or computer games on marketing could be an effective way to teach students about how to sell 
their own products. The teachers suggested computer games or videos because students tended to enjoy 
both options. This suggestion was supported by a student at the Ban Dong Noi School that said he 
really enjoyed science class because his teacher used computer games to teach topics. Another teacher 
at Baan Non Som Boon School explained that she used unique activities, such as crossword puzzles or 
singing songs, to engage students in different topics as well.  

In contrast, teachers at other schools, including Baan Wa Pee School, emphasized that 
incorporating new activities was difficult because of the limitation of time. Time is a limitation for 
many aspects of the YLD program because most Thai schools cannot do the program activities every 
day because of required classes, and they must prioritize preparing for the national exams. To alleviate 
the need to prioritize this program, teachers liked the idea of incorporating the material and activities 
from the extracurricular program into other academic classes. Students also liked this idea, as students 
at Baan Nadi Sang Bong School mentioned, that they did not like math but if they used cooking 
references during math class they would find the subject to be more fun. 

Guardians also stated that they wanted their students to have other activities within the 
program. A guardian at Ban Dong Noi School mentioned that it would be good for students to have a 
rotation of working on products and they wanted the program to have different activities such as raising 
small agricultural animals. Similarly, students at the schools mentioned that they wanted to do other 
activities such as: cutting hair, sewing, and making baskets, paper flowers, key chains, and more Thai 
and international desserts.  

If students are engaged and interested in activities, they may be inspired to use their skills in the 
future. For example, a girl from Baan Wa Pee School said that because of the skills she learned from 
growing sunflowers, she wanted to work in agriculture in the future. Similarly, a teacher at Ban Dong 
Noi School mentioned that after students took a trip to a mushroom farm, many of them were inspired 
to own their own farm someday.  

4.2 Findings for a Potential Market for the Student’s Products 

Finding 6. The Red Lotus Sea Market is a suitable place for students to sell their non-edible 
products while their edible products could be sold at school co-ops and local markets. 
 We visited small local markets near the schools, the large Udon Thani Province market, and 
the Red Lotus Sea Market. The team found that the Red Lotus Sea Market was the most viable market 
channel for the students to sell their non-edible products due to its close proximity to each school and 
its tourist attraction, while edible products could be sold at school co-ops and local markets. Although 
we did not do a full investigation of vendor and customer opinions in the local markets, we were able to 
use the limited knowledge we gained, and the advice of Mr. Tanaphong, to focus our attention on the 
Red Lotus Sea Market. Compared to the other markets, the Red Lotus Sea Market was relatively close 
to all six schools, mainly attracted tourists, and had a high season that worked well with the school's 
yearly schedule. The school’s schedule was dependent on the national Thai (O-NET: Ordinary - 
National Educational Test) exam in March that sixth and ninth graders have to take, which aligned 
relatively well with the peak season of the Red Lotus Sea: December to February. Thai schools need 
time to prepare for national exams in February, therefore generating an inventory of non-edible 
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products, shown in Figure 6, from March to November is feasible. A vendor at the market that sold 
hand-made reed mats explained that she built a product inventory throughout the year in order to sell 
throughout the high season. With a limited selling season, most vendors also need to accumulate their 
products throughout the year to later sell them during the peak season. 

 

  
Figure 6: Non-Edible Products made by the students. Left - Dragonfly Keychain from Nong Daeng 

Witthayodom School. Middle - Reed mats from Ban Pa Ko School. Right - Bird Seed Craft with Quote: 
“หลงัผ่านปัญหาจะรูว้่า “ปัญหานัน้เล็กนิดเดยีว”” (When you overcome a problem, you will realize it was not 

that big) from Ban Non Som Boon School.  
 
Finding 7. The Red Lotus Sea customers (tourists) are more willing to buy non-edible products.  

From our interviews with the ten customers at the Red Lotus Sea Market, we found that they 
preferred buying non-edible products more than edible products at this market. The Red Lotus Sea was 
an appropriate market for non-edible products and many of the students’ edible products, shown in 
Figure 7 below, such as fresh spring rolls and Thai desserts (ขนมตม้, ขนมช ัน้, ขนมดอกจอก, สงัขยา
ฟักทอง, ขา้วเหนียวสงัขยา, วุน้ และครองแครง), were sold instead in the corresponding school's co-op store 
program or local markets. School’s co-op programs and local markets near the schools were suitable for 
selling edible products because the products have a limited shelf life.  

 

 
Figure 7: Edible Products Made by the Students. Left - Spring Rolls from Nong Daeng Witthayodom 

School. Right - Sesame Cookie Dessert (ขนมดอกจอก) from Ban Wa Pee School. 
 

A customer at the Red Lotus Sea Market blatantly said in an interview, “พีส่นใจชือ่ของฝากมากกวา่เมือ่มา
เทีย่ว เพราะของกนิสามารถหาซือ้ไดท้ัว่ไป,” or “I prefer buying souvenirs at the Red Lotus Sea Market as I 
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can buy food everywhere.” In addition, one of the tourists at the Red Lotus Sea market said that he 
would not trust edible product if the students made them.  

During our interviews, we asked customers and vendors what they thought the student’s non-
edible products were priced at. As shown in Table 2, we found that the vendor and customer suggested 
prices were higher than the prices set by the students. When we told them that the products were made 
by students, the vendor's recommended that the price of the products could be increased, which the 
customers agreed that the products could sell at a higher price if the quality and packaging of the 
products were improved. The customers mentioned that the appearance of the glue could be hidden, the 
reeds could be tighter, and the stitching of the reeds could be straighter. 
 

Product Current Price of Product 
from School (in baht) 

Suggested Price from Customers 
and Vendors (in baht) 

Reed Tissue Box Cover 60 199 

Reed Wall Hanging Pockets 40 99 

2 Reed Placemats and 2 Reed 
Coasters 

40 79-99 

Bear Seed Handicraft 69 100 

Snake Seed Handicraft 35 59 

Plastic Woven Basket 60 120 

Table 2: Comparison chart between the current selling price of products and the recommended 
product price from customers and vendors at the Red Lotus Sea Market. 

 
Finding 8. Customers are more willing to purchase handicraft products that represent Red Lotus 
Sea and are made by students. 
 Through the interviews we conducted at the Red Lotus Sea Market, we found that most of the 
customers were willing to buy handicraft products that represented the Red Lotus Sea and are made by 
the students. When interviewing the tourists, many said that they were bored of picture frames because 
they can be found at many tourist attractions. One of the customers explained, “พีม่าเทีย่วหนองบวัแดงก็
อยากทีจ่ะไดข้องฝากทีเ่ป็นสญัลกัษณข์องทีน่ี่แตไ่ม่อยากไดก้รอบรปู เพราะมนัเชยไปแลว้,” which meant, “I come 
to Nong Bua Deng [Red Lotus Sea] so I would like to buy a souvenir that has a symbol of it [Red 
Lotus] on them. I do not want a photo frame since it is old fashion already.” While at the Red Lotus Sea 
Market, we found that many tourists were attracted to the Red Lotus T-shirt shop, which was the only 
place where people could find souvenirs related to the location, which is what they wanted. 

Although customers mentioned in Finding 7 said that the quality of some products could be 
improved, a teacher and her students from another province, shown in Figure 8 below, stated that the 
seed handicraft products were very well made. They recommended that these types of products should 
have labels to indicate to the customer that underprivileged students in the province had produced them 
locally in order to boost sales. 
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Figure 8: Our team members, Lindsay and Sureeporn, interviewing a teacher and her students from a 

different province. 
 

A tourist that we interviewed also confirmed that advertising that the products were made by 
underprivileged students would be something unique in the Red Lotus Sea Market. The tourist said, “คอื
ถา้เป็นสนิคา้ปกตมินัดูธรรมดาครบั แต่ถา้บอกว่ามาจากเด็กประถม มนัดูน่าสนใจมาก,” or “It is very common 
[in the market] if it is just a handicraft product however it will look more interesting [attractive] if it is 
from the elementary students.” Vendors and customers suggested that an even more effective marketing 
technique would be having the students sell and produce their products on their own at the market. 
Selling their own products would make it easier for the students to advertise their own work. These 
sentiments suggest that these ideas can increase the appeal of products to attract people that are looking 
to buy local products at the Red Lotus Sea Market.  

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this section, we first recommend ways to improve the YLD program by increasing: 

communication between the all stakeholders, knowledge of the program mission statement, marketing 
and business resources, and new teaching resources that appeal to the students. We created a program 
guide, in Appendix N, that includes information on these improvement topics, as outlined in Table 3 
below, and a more detailed outline of the guide is provided in Appendix O. As we move through our 
recommendations, we further elaborate the chapter topics and why the information is needed. 
 
 

Chapter Importance 

1. Purpose of Program Guide To explain the purpose of the guide to the teachers that will be 
using it. 

2. Mission Statement To explain why using a mission statement is useful, provide 
teachers with a mission statement for the program, and example 
posters for them to convey the mission statement to students. 

3. Marketing and Business Curriculum 
A. How to Price 
B. How to Record Transactions 
C. How to Sell 
D. How to Advertise  

To provide teachers with knowledge of basic business skills so they 
can effectively teach the students how to price and sell their 
products and use this knowledge to improve their leadership and 
occupational skills. 

4. Conclusion To thank teachers for reading. 

Table 3: Chapter outline of program guide. 
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Second, we made suggestions on how to successfully sell the students’ products at the Red 
Lotus Sea Market. These recommendations can be used to increase the leadership and occupational 
skills of teenagers in the Kumphawapi District, in addition to providing advice on a viable location to 
sell the products they develop. Third, we included several recommendations for future projects that the 
Raks Thai Foundation can pursue to further develop YLD programs based upon the findings and 
analysis performed in this project. 

5.1 Recommendations to Improve the Youth Development Program 

Recommendation 1: Teachers should share instructional resources between all YLD schools in 
order to maximize student’s skills.  

Our results showed that each of the YLD schools developed individually toward the program 
goal. In order to address this problem, we recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation increases the 
sharing of program resources between teachers at all of the YLD schools. Finding 1 indicates that even 
though schools are developing at their own paces, the teachers would like to have resources from other 
schools as models to improve the programs in their respective schools. Since the schools are at different 
developmental stages, the schools that are at the beginning stages of the YLD program can especially 
benefit from shared resources from the more successful schools. This finding is supported by our 
previous research on the 4H club, which showed that unified resources are a useful tool to ensure 
success at all program locations (National 4-H Council, 2015). Due to the limited numbers of teachers 
in each school, it would be more feasible to increase the knowledge of current teachers instead of 
seeking more teachers to work within the program. 

One way we recommend increasing the use of standardized resources is to have an orientation 
at the beginning of the academic year with teachers and students’ representatives, who can reinforce the 
information to other students as their peers. The orientation can provide program updates and 
suggestions from each school to all representatives and also can explain the program guide with 
activities and teaching materials to the teachers. The orientation can be reinforced with workshops that 
go over sections of the program guide. The program guide can help get the schools to the same 
developmental stage because teachers will be able to reference the same knowledge and activities. Not 
only will it directly affect the teachers since they will use it to understand and improve the program, but 
it will also indirectly affect the students since the materials will be used to teach them.  

We also recommend the Raks Thai Foundation create official online media, such as a Facebook 
page, that includes all stakeholders so that they may exchange ideas and keep updated about the YLD 
program. We believe this could be possible since in Finding 1 it was noted the schools have their own 
Facebook page and Line group.  

 
Recommendation 2: Raks Thai Foundations should convey the program’s mission statement to 
the teachers, guardians, and students to reinforce the purpose and the skills the students should 
gain.  

Our results showed that many teachers, students, and guardians misunderstood the purpose of 
the program. In order to address this problem, we recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation convey 
the program’s mission to everyone involved in the YLD program. A mission statement is needed in 
order to act as a motto for a program and to constantly reinforce the purpose to the students, teachers, 
and guardians. From the results in Finding 3, we found that students and guardians did not know why 
the students were participating in the program. A mission statement would clarify why students were in 
the program and what skills they were gaining from it. This clarification would bring meaning to the 
students’ work and increase support from both the guardians and students. Additionally, our interviews 
in Finding 3, showed that many teachers believed the program was implemented for different reasons 
than what the Raks Thai Foundation intended. It is important for the teachers to understand the purpose 
of the program because they act as mentors for the students to support and guide the students in the 
right direction. In Section 2.2.2, our research on a study of the use of mission statements in retail stores 
in Bangkok showed that strong mission statements can improve staff motivation, satisfaction, 
empowerment, organizational alignment, and vision communication (Kantabutra & Avery, 2010).  

To spread the Raks Thai Foundation’s program purpose, we created an understandable and 
cohesive mission statement for the YLD Program, which was approved by the Raks Thai Foundation: 
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To inspire and empower youth to seek higher education and success in jobs by instilling leadership and 
confidence in them, as shown in Appendix N. We have included why the teachers should talk about the 
mission statement and example posters to constantly promote the mission statement and reinforce the 
students’ understanding of the program. To validate this recommendation, we asked several teachers 
what they thought about a program mission statement and in particular one teacher from Ban Dong Noi 
School believes it could help bring clarity to the students and teachers on why they are participating in 
this program and ultimately aid the teachers in building students’ abilities.  

 
Recommendation 3: Raks Thai Foundation should develop the teacher's instructional resources 
and knowledge of marketing and business, and therefore increase the students' knowledge in 
these areas. 

Our results showed that many teachers participating in the YLD program lacked resources to 
effectively teach marketing to students. In order to address this problem, we recommend that the Raks 
Thai Foundation provide a program guide with knowledge on marketing and business to the teachers. 
Increasing the teacher's’ knowledge on basic business information can help increase students’ skills, 
which are necessary for students to successfully sell their products and develop occupational skills they 
can use in their future careers. 

Finding 4 revealed that many teachers wanted marketing resources so they could teach students 
basic business skills. When we suggested a program guide, a teacher at Nong Daeng Witthayodom 
School, mentioned that she wanted it to include information about marketing, pricing, selling 
techniques, how to find a market to sell goods, accounting, and packaging. We have provided lessons 
consistent with the teacher’s advice in the marketing and business section of the program guide. The 
lessons include how to price, how to record transactions, how to sell, and how to attract customers. 
These lessons will be beneficial for the teachers, as our interviews showed they had very limited 
business knowledge. With these basic business lessons, they will be able to learn essential marketing 
skills and effectively teach the students how to price and sell their products. The students can therefore 
gain business skills, responsibility, leadership, confidence, organization, and other occupational skills to 
obtain jobs in the future. 

In addition to Recommendation 1, teachers can also improve their knowledge of marketing by 
increasing their communication with each other. From our interviews, we found that some teachers had 
some business background. However, these teachers were not available at every school, so if the 
schools shared resources between each other, a teacher with business knowledge at one school could go 
to other schools to give the other teachers and students lessons. For this recommendation, it would be 
helpful if the Raks Thai Foundation created a list of all the teachers’ backgrounds and shared this 
information between the schools. Additionally, the Raks Thai Foundation should continually assess the 
teachers and offer online training and resources that all teachers can have access to. This 
recommendation is supported by Section 2.2.1, where information can be found about the success of the 
4-H Club’s teacher training process and resources. 

 
Recommendation 4: Teachers should create innovative activities that engage and inspire the 
students to be more interested in the program. 

Our results showed that many teachers needed new activities to engage the students. In order 
to address this problem, we recommend the teachers should create new and innovative activities for 
teachers to engage the students such as new marketing games, field trips, and including business skills 
in the classroom. Finding 5 from the results showed that many teachers believe their teaching methods 
are old-fashioned, and they need new ways to engage the students. Many teachers are using teaching 
techniques that include lectures, examinations, and few activities. Therefore, providing more games and 
activities for students may increase their attention and interest in learning in class. Our research, in 
Section 2.2.3, on the YMCA supports that providing a variety of activities in a youth development 
program can improve the student’s leadership, communication, team building, decision-making, and 
problem solving skills (O'Donnell & Coe-Regan, 2006). 
 Our interviews with teachers revealed that using videos, computer games, crossword puzzles 
and singing songs, could be effective ways to engage students and add variety to the program. Example 
activities to teach each section of the business skills are included after each section in the program 
guide. Since Finding 5 revealed that time is a limitation, we recommend incorporating the material and 
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activities from the program into other academic classes. For instance, art class can include designing 
product labels, English class can include games on talking to customers, and math class can include 
activities on calculating costs from dessert recipes. Additionally, field trips, such as trips to local 
markets can give students practice talking to customers and observing vendors’ products and 
packaging. 
 
Recommendation 5: Teachers should update the guardians on the program’s progress and 
logistics. 

Our results showed that many guardians did not know a lot of information about the program. 
In order to address this problem, we recommend that the teachers update the guardians on the program 
and student’s progress. As presented in Section 2.2.1, guardians in rural parts of Thailand tend to have 
higher expectations of the type of information their children learn in school. Therefore, it is pertinent to 
have communication channels open between the guardians and the student’s school in order to inform 
the guardians about how a youth development program can benefit their child in a different way 
(Williams, Archavanitkul, & Havanon, 1997). In order to increase the communication, we recommend 
an updated orientation and the use of newsletters to keep guardians informed on the program’s 
progress. According to Section 2.2.1, guardian and parent communication is needed to ensure that 
students are getting educational support and encouragement in the classroom and outside of the 
classroom. Although most of the interviewed guardians were involved in the program in some way, 
Finding 3 revealed that many of them felt that they did not have enough information on the YLD 
program and the parent orientation was not useful. If guardians that are involved in the program barely 
know the purpose, how could the guardians that are not involved in it be able to learn about the 
program? We are addressing this issue by recommending options that are straightforward and not time 
consuming for working guardians.  

We recommended that teachers update the current orientations and support the information 
with take home papers such as brochures. The brochures and updated orientation will provide guardians 
with the necessary knowledge about the purpose of the program and the mission statement from 
Recommendation 2 to help them motivate and instill these ideas in their children. In addition, we 
recommend that the teachers update the guardians with monthly or semester newsletters that would 
continually update the guardians on the program and student’s progress. The newsletter could include 
overall student progress for the month, specifically in skills that will help them in the future, product 
development and selling success, student of the month, and student quotes about what they have 
learned. In order to address the potential limitation of guardians lacking reading skills, the newsletters 
and brochures could include many pictures or diagrams that convey information about new program 
developments and program progress without words. Furthermore, Finding 3 revealed that many 
guardians mentioned that these resources would be helpful to relay information between guardians and 
teachers and the teachers believe these recommendations are a feasible addition to the program.  

5.2 Recommendations for the Products’ Marketing Channel 

Recommendation 6: Students should sell their products at the Red Lotus Sea Market. 
Our results showed that the students need a market to sell their non-edible products. In order to 

address this problem, we recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation helps the students sell their 
products at the Red Lotus Sea Market. This market channel provides an outreach for the skills the 
students and teachers should gain from Recommendation 3. As presented in Finding 6, the Red Lotus 
Sea Market has a peak season of sale before the local schools’ yearly test schedule. Therefore, students 
have more time throughout the year to make their products, which is better than having to meet the 
weekly demand of local markets that could add pressure on the students and take away from developing 
skills. After the test, until the beginning of the Market season, the students will be able to continuously 
make products and create a stock that they will be able to sell when the Market starts. 

Not only does the peak season of sale work well with the school’s schedule, but it also brings in 
the ideal customer to buy the students’ products because many tourists come to this area during this 
time. Additionally, if the quality of the products is maintained at a high level, the products could be sold 
to tourists at higher prices than expected, as shown in Table 2 of Finding 7. The higher prices would 
increase the profit margin, customer perceived value, and benefit the program overall. Due to customer 
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interest and schedule, we anticipate the students’ products would sell well at the Red Lotus Sea. When 
we visited the market, we talked to one vendor that was interested in helping the youth development 
program. The vendor owned a restaurant at the Red Lotus Sea and on her property had a small shop 
with souvenirs, as shown in Figure 9 below. We believe this is a great option for the students to sell 
their products. First, for monetary constraints, the restaurant owner said she would be willing to let the 
teenagers from the YLD program sell their products on her property for free. Second, the woman 
already sells products from teenagers in the Kumphawapi District, therefore, she has experience 
working with teenagers. Lastly, this is the largest restaurant in the Red Lotus Sea Market making it a 
busy area for tourists to go to and explore her craft shop. The Raks Thai Foundation can use the 
agreement we created in Appendix P to organize a contract for the students to sell their products at this 
location. 

  

  
Figure 9: The location and vendor that was willing to have the YLD program students sell their products 

on her property. 
 

Recommendation 7: Students should create products that represent the Red Lotus Sea. 
Our results showed that the customers at the Red Lotus Sea were attracted to local products. In 

order to address this problem, we recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation suggest that the students 
create products that represent the Red Lotus Sea. The Red Lotus Sea is the main tourist attraction in 
Udon Thani. Currently, there is a photo taking service for tourists at the Red Lotus Sea where the 
pictures of each tourist will be put into a Red Lotus Sea frame and sold as the main souvenir. As 
mentioned in Finding 8, we have learned that some of the tourists think that the picture frame is an old-
fashioned souvenir, so they are not likely to buy it. In addition, we found out that tourists are more 
willing to buy non-edible souvenirs that resemble the Red Lotus Sea, but they are not interested in 
edible products because they can be easily found anywhere. 

Although we were able to get feedback from only 10 customers at the Market, as explained in 
Finding 8, we believe that including the pink color and flower shape, that matches the red lotus, in 
souvenir designs would make the products more appealing to the tourists. This recommendation is 
supported by the information about the importance of souvenir visual qualities to Asian tourists that can 
be found in Section 2.2.5. Based upon the interviews, we believe that the price, quality and the 
packaging of the product should also be improved to reach maximum sales. Pricing and label guides 
and examples can be found in Appendix N, in Chapter 3. 
 
Recommendation 8: Students should advertise that they made the products in local YLD 
programs in order to attract customer attention. 

Our results showed that the customers and vendors at the Red Lotus Sea wanted better 
advertising for the students’ products. In order to address this problem, we recommend that the Raks 
Thai Foundation suggest that the students should include that they made the products in the 
advertisement of their handicrafts. Finding 8 revealed that if customers know that the students made the 
products, they would be more attracted to them. This finding is consistent with Section 2.3, in which a 
study completed on Asian tourism showed that customers were more interested and believed in the 
authenticity of products more when vendors had a connection the origin of the cultural products they 
were selling (Lee, Kim, Seock, & Cho, 2009). As supported by Finding 8, the products would be more 
appealing to customers, specifically tourists, if the students advertise that their products are made 
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during programs at extended opportunity schools. To improve the students’ skills, the program guide, in 
Appendix N, includes lessons for teaching students how to effectively talk to customers and activities 
for them to mimic vendor-customer interactions. In addition, customers recommended that the products 
have labels to market that underprivileged students produced them. Therefore, we recommend that 
labels be put on all products, including where they come from. In addition, larger forms of 
advertisements be used, such as posters showing the students making the products. The program guide 
also contains example posters and labels for products in Chapter 3.  

5.3 Recommendations for Future Projects 

Recommendation 9: The Raks Thai Foundation should periodically assess if the program guide 
and new market channel impact the development of students’ skills. 

Since our deliverable is to provide the program guide to the Raks Thai Foundation, we do not 
know if it will be successfully implemented in all of the six schools. In order to address this problem, we 
recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation follow up with the schools and assess the effectiveness of the 
program guide and new market channel in each school. This recommendation involves following our 
methodology process to reevaluate the student, teacher, and guardian knowledge of the program 
purpose and of teacher and student knowledge of marketing and basic business skills. In Section 2.2.3, 
the 4-H club benefited from retraining sessions and evaluations of full time and volunteer staff because 
the retrainings evaluated the status of the work. We recommend that the Raks Thai Foundation evaluate 
the teacher and students’ progress annually. It is important to evaluate if the program guide and market 
are impacting students and to see if the skills learned through the program guide are being practiced in 
the Red Lotus Sea Market. The Raks Thai Foundation can create a checklist to assess the improvements 
within the program and any important impacts that the program guide and new market channel has 
made based off of: how many students know how to price products, how many students know how to 
sell their goods, whether the students are more confident selling their products, and whether the 
students are able to advertise their products to customers, etc.  

 
Recommendation 10: Upon the success of the program guide implementation, the administration 
of each YLD school should develop a teacher incentive program. 
 Because our program guide requires the teachers to use additional instructional material, we 
recommend that each school’s administration create a teacher incentive program that stimulates 
motivation and encourages individual actions of teachers that are involved in the program. For 
example, the administration could create a “Teacher of the Month” program to give recognition to a 
teacher for doing great work for the YLD, and increase overall program moral. This information could 
also be posted on the official social media to increase the awareness and inspire other teachers to keep 
up with their performances. Because we found that many of the teachers are busy with their class work, 
we hope that this recommendation will make teachers feel appreciated and will encourage them to excel 
within the program.  
 
Recommendation 11: Raks Thai Foundation should create a plan that includes steps and 
milestones for schools to take to become independent from Raks Thai Foundation. 
  A long-term plan can be created to give schools guidelines on how to improve the YLD 
program to be able to make enough revenue and have enough instruction to not be dependent on the 
Raks Thai Foundation. Finding 1 reveals that a priority for the Raks Thai Foundation is to get all of the 
schools on the same developmental stage, ideally to the advanced stage. Eventually the schools should 
make enough revenue to not need funding from the Raks Thai Foundation sponsors and to be able to 
sustainably make products without having students or their guardians pay for product materials. If the 
schools have the faculty and financial resources to be independent of the Raks Thai Foundation, then 
the Raks Thai Foundation will be able to reach out to new schools to join the YLD program. We 
believe if the program guide is found effective from Recommendation 9, the schools can use the 
program guide for instructions instead of the Raks Thai Foundation.  
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6. PROJECT CONCLUSION 
The goal of this project was to provide the schools involved in the Youth Leadership 

Development program with additional resources and recommendations to improve the leadership and 
occupational skills of underprivileged teenagers in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani, Thailand. 
We found that students, teachers, and guardians in the program do not fully understand its purpose and 
needed more resources to grasp that the program’s goal is to inspire students to seek higher education 
and successful jobs. We created a program guide for teachers to learn the mission statement and have 
basic marketing teaching resources to reference when teaching the leadership and occupational skills to 
the underprivileged teenagers. 

Underprivileged teenagers often face economic hardships, often lack parental support, higher 
educational options, and job opportunities. Youth development programs have been successful in 
empowering underprivileged teenagers by instilling leadership and confidence in them. The skills 
teenagers gain in these programs can inspire them to overcome their hardships and to seek higher 
education or achieve better paying jobs. All six of the programs in the schools we have analyzed are 
different from each other and from YLD schools’ worldwide; however, they all give teenagers the 
freedom to develop their skills individually and pursue their own path for a successful future. 

 

7. PERSONAL CONCLUSION 
Over the course of the past 14 weeks, our team has come a long way, from writing our initial 

proposal at WPI to submitting our final paper in Thailand. As a team, we have grown professionally, 
while becoming more organized, presentable, confident, and responsible. With the stress of conducting 
research and changing our project goal and objectives this term, we have learned to think critically, 
manage our time, and communicate effectively. Additionally, experiencing Thai culture has affected us 
personally, making us each more considerate and respectful of each other. 

As for our Thai partners, they “ไดเ้รยีนรูก้ารน าวธิกีารทางวทิยาศาสตรม์าประยุกตใ์ชเ้พือ่ชว่ยเหลอื
สงัคม และไดเ้รยีนรูท้ีจ่ะท างานรว่มกบัเพือ่รว่มงานทีม่าจากต่างเช ือ้ชาต ิตา่งภาษา และต่างวฒันธรรม,” which 
translates to: learned how to use science methods to help society and how to adapt to work with people 
from another background, language, and culture. 

We are so thankful to have had this opportunity to experience a new culture and to work on this 
project with Thai students. We are confident that we have made friendships that will last and that we 
will continue to grow the skills we have developed throughout this project. 
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9. APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Interview Process: Interviewee Consent, Interview Structure, and Critical 
Considerations 

Interview Consent 
The Raks Thai Foundation, Mr. Tanaphong Surakai and Ms. Kronwalee Charoenyai, acted as 

our professional liaison by asking all guardians, staff, and students to volunteer to be interviewed for 
our research, therefore we provided them with a brief overview of our project before interviewing them, 
but we did not have to obtain written consent. Furthermore, before interviewing customers and vendors 
we asked them if they were willing to answer our surveys and questions to gain consent. The consent 
and consideration process we used was consistent for all interviews. 

 
Interview Structure 

All interviews were conducted using a semi-structured interview process with open-ended 
questions. This type of questioning strategy was used to allow the interviewee to talk about what they 
feel comfortable discussing, rather than using leading questions (McLeod, 2014). During each 
interview, at least one BSAC student and one WPI student were paired together to gather information. 
The BSAC student was responsible for conducting the interview in Thai, recording important quotes in 
Thai, and translating the responses into English for the WPI student, who was responsible for taking 
notes. Each stakeholder was asked the same set of questions at the six schools and markets we visited. 
Below are overviews of how the interview logistics were set up for each stakeholder: 
Guardian and Teacher Interviews 
 The guardian and teacher interviews were most often set up one on one. However, there were a 
few cases when a teacher and guardian were interviewed at the same table and two guardians were 
interviewed together as well.  
Student Interviews 
 The students were generally interviewed in groups of two to three. There were a few cases 
where more than three students were interviewed together. The WPI and BSAC team would go to the 
students’ classrooms to interview them. When interviewing the students BSAC students made sure to 
use less formal Thai words so that the students would feel more comfortable when answering their 
questions. 
Vendor Interview 
 The vendors were all interviewed individually at their market stands. To be considerate of their 
work, we tried to go to the markets for interviews at the beginning of peak hours, before the market got 
busy or at the end of peak hours, when the market began to slow down.  
Customer Interview 
 Customers were most often interviewed individually but occasionally would be interviewed in 
small groups of two or three. Each interview took place at a market while customers were walking 
around between shops.  

 
Critical Considerations  
 The limitations we experienced during our interview process included translation logistics, 
cultural barriers, and a small sample size. To begin, our data had to be understood from Isan Thai 
language, translated into Central Thai language, and then translated again into English to be written 
down as notes. This extensive process potentially may have led to a loss of information with each 
translation. With this being said, the information written down was not verbatim from the stakeholders 
and left room for the translator to add in a slight interpretation of what they believed was being said or 
what they wanted to be said which had the potential of adding confirmation bias to our data.  

In addition to translations, the Thai culture was also considered during interviews because Thai 
people are likely to be Kreng Jai to strangers. The Kreng Jai concept can be translated as “awe of 
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heart,” “consideration,” or “the desire not to disrupt the happiness of others.” The interviewees may not 
have been familiar with interview processes, and their responses may have been limited, or filtered, by 
their unwillingness to speak with strangers. (Komin, 1991) 

Finally, our data was limited by the amount of people we were able to interview and who we 
were able to interview. As time was a factor in our data collection, we were constrained by how many 
interviews we could perform for each stakeholder. Our interviews at each school were also all set up by 
the Raks Thai Foundation which may have led to a sample that all supported the program and 
responded with positive remarks more often. Also, the Red Lotus Sea did not have as many tourists this 
year because of poor weather conditions causing less flowers to be seen. These factors all limited the 
variety of opinions we collected.  
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APPENDIX B: Table of School Names and Information 

 
No. Name of School Type of 

school 
Products Made Grade of Students Stakeholders 

Interviewed 
Address 

1 Nong Daeng 
Witthayodom 
School -  
โรงเรียนหนอง
แดงวิทโยดม 

 High School 
โรงเรียน
มัธยมศึกษา 

Fresh-Spring 
Rolls, Handmade 
Baskets, 
Keychains, 
Thai desserts 

185 students in total 
grade 6th-12th 

4 teachers 
5 students 
3 guardians 
 

Moo 7 119, Si O, 
Kumphawapi 
District, Udon Thani 
41110 

2 Ban Dong Noi 
School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านดง
น้อย 

Extended 
opportunity 
High School 
โรงเรียน
ขยายโอกาส 

Mushrooms,  
Water bottles,  
Baby Sunflowers 

145 students in total 2 teachers 
6 students 
5 guardians 

Moo 2, Bandongnoi, 
Pako, Kumphawapi 
District, Udon Thani 
41240 

3 Ban Pa Ko 
School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านปะ
โค 

Extended 
opportunity 
High School 
โรงเรียน
ขยายโอกาส 

Reed mats, 
Coconut cookies, 
Donuts, 
Foreigner 
Desserts, 
Japanese desserts 

378 students in total 
Kindergarden grade 
1st-9th 

3 teachers 
6 students 
2 guardians  

Moo1, Banpako, 
Kumphawapi 
District, Udon Thani 
41370 

4 Ban Wa Pee 
School - 
โรงเรียนบ้าน
วาปี 

Extended 
opportunity 
High School 
โรงเรียน
ขยายโอกาส 

Thai Dessert 
(change 
depending on 
customer 
demand) 
Baby Sunflower 
Banana Muffins 

126 students in total 
1st-9th grade 
vocational school 
4th-6th graders 
currently making 
banana cakes 
7th-9th graders 
currently making 
thai desserts 
1st-3rd graders do 
not do the program  

3 teachers 
7 students 
1 guardian 

Moo 4, Banwapee, 
Kumphawapi 
District, Udon Thani 
41370 

5 Ban Non Som 
Boon School - 
โรงเรียนบ้าน
โนนสมบรูณ ์

Extended 
opportunity 
High School 
โรงเรียน
ขยายโอกาส 

Handicraft 
(Seed) Thai 
Dessert 
Organic 
Fertilizer 

228 students in total 
Kindergarden grade 
1st-9th 

4 teachers 
7 students 
1 guardian 

Moo12, 
Huaysampat, 
Prajaksilpakom, 
Udon Thani 41110  

6 Ban Na Dee 
Sang Bong 
School - 
โรงเรียนบ้านนา
ดีสร้างบง 

Extended 
opportunity 
high school 
โรงเรียน
ขยายโอกาส 

Thai Dessert 
Chilli Paste 
Wooden 
Handicraft 

141 students in total 
Kingdergarden 
grade 1st-9th 

3 teachers 
7 students 
0 guardians 
 

Moo 4, 
Bansangbong, 
Kumphawapi 
District, Udon Thani 
41370 

    Totals students  Teachers 20 
Students 35 
Guardians 12 
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APPENDIX C: Map of School and Market Locations 
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APPENDIX D: Questions for the Students Feedback on the in the YLD Program 

The purpose of these interview questions was to gather data that we could then organize using SWOT 
analysis in order to analyze what occupational and leadership skills the students currently have and how 
the program can further improve these skills. 
 

1. What are you doing? 
a. What do you like about what you are doing? 

2. Do you know why you are making this? 
3. Can you define “program objectives” in your own words? 
4. Would you rather be doing something else right now? 

a.  If so, what would you rather be doing? 
5. What is your favorite thing to make? and Why? 
6. What’s your favorite part of the program? and Why? 
7. What have you learned? 

a. What do you want to learn? Why? 
8. Do you like making desserts/handcrafts? 

a. What has been the most successful product you have made? 
9. What do you want to do when you grow up? Why? 
10. Do you sell your product yourself? 

a. If yes, do you like to sell the products? 
b. If no, would you like to sell them? 

11. Do you know how to price your products? 
12. Do you know how to record cost/income/profit/lost? 
13. Do you know where to sell the products? 
14. Have you used the knowledge from regular classes in the program? If yes, what subject? and 

how? 
15. What have you learned about how to sell the products?  
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APPENDIX E: Interview Questions for the YLD Program Teachers About the Program Purpose 
and Business Skills 

The purpose of these interview questions was to gather data that we could then organize using SWOT 
analysis in order to analyze what basic business skills the teachers have, if they understand the 
program’s purpose, and how the they teach the students. 
 

1. How did you find out about this program? 
2. What is the purpose and objective of this program? 

a. If yes, do you think this program is serving its purpose? 
3. What skills do you think the teenagers should learn? 

a. Why? 
b. Have the students in this program gained these skills? 

4. Where did you learn how to make the products? 
5. Are there any restrictions to products that can be made by the students?  

a. Why? 
6. Do you have any plans to make new or different products?  

a. Why? 
7. What teaching resources do you have to run the projects? 

a. Do you think you have enough teaching resources to successfully run the projects? 
8. Have you had any training in product marketing? 

a. If yes, how do you apply it to teach the students? 
b. If no, would you be interested in information to help you teach it? 

9. Do you have any suggestions for our program? 
10. Can you give three words that best describe the program?  
11. Do you believe it is better to integrate the knowledge for the program into the academic 

classes? 
12. Are there any subjects that you believe are relevant to the program? 
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APPENDIX F: Questions for Guardians of Students in the YLD Program 

The purpose of these interview questions was to gather data that we could then organize using SWOT 
analysis in order to analyze what the guardians knew about the program and how they supported it.  
.  

1. Have you ever heard about Youth Leadership development (YLD) program? 
2. Does your child ever talk to you about the YLD program? 
3. What do you think about the YLD program? 
4. Do you think this program benefits your child? 

a. Why do you think so? 
b. If ‘No’ What do you think will benefit your child more? and Why? 
c. What is your child learning in the program that he/she is not learning in the regular 

school program? 
d. What do you expect from your child after he/she attends school? 
e. Have you seen any changes in your child’s behavior since starting YLD? 

5.    Do you have any suggestions for our program? 
6.  Can you give 3 words that best describe the program 
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APPENDIX G: Questions for Surveying the Market Vendors 

The purpose of these interview questions was to gather data that we could then organize using 4P’s 
analysis in order to analyze if the students could successfully sell their products in the new markets. In 
addition to the questions included, we brought student-made products to the Red Lotus Sea Market to 
ask vendors whether or not they would be willing to purchase the products and if they think the quality 
of the student-made products could meet the standards of the market. 
.  

1. What is your best-selling product? 
2. How do you market your items? 
3. Who are your main customers? 
4. Are you happy with the products that you are selling? 
5. Did you make these products or did you get them from somewhere else? 
6. What items sell best? 

a. Who buys the best-selling products? 
b. What times of year are these projects best sold? 

7. Would you be interested in selling traditional Thai desserts, baked goods, or local hand-crafts? 
8. What do you think of these products? (Show teenagers’ products) 

a. Do you think they are well made? 
b. What would you price these products? 
c. Do you have any suggestions for these products? 
d. Do you think these products would be able to sell in this market? 
e. Would you be interested in selling these items? 

i. If no, why not? and what do you prefer? 
ii. If yes, how many and when would you want them? 

9. Are there other products you would like to sell? 
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APPENDIX H: Questions for Surveying the Customers in the Markets 

The purpose of these interview questions was to gather data that we could then organize using 4P’s 
analysis in order to analyze what the customers’ preferences in the market are. In addition to the 
questions included, we brought student-made products to the Red Lotus Sea Market to ask the 
customers there if they would be interested in buying the students’ products. 
.  

1. How often do you come to this market? 
2. What did you come to this market to buy? 
3. Do you live in Udon Thani?  

a. If no, where are you from? 
4. Are you interested in buying traditional thai desserts, baked goods, or local hand-crafts?  

a. If no, why not? and what do you prefer? 
b. If yes, how many and when would you want them? 

5. What do you think of these products? (Show teenagers’ products) 
a. Do you think they are well made? 
b. What would you pay for these products? 
c. Do you have any suggestions for these products? 
d. Would you be interested in buying these items? 

i. If no, why not? and what do you prefer? 
ii. If yes, how many would you buy? 

6. Are there other products that you wish were sold here? 
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APPENDIX I: Objective 1 - SWOT Analysis of Teacher Responses 

SWOT Internal Factors External Factors 

School Strength  Weakness Opportunity (Recommendations) Threat 
(Limitation) 

1 -They learned some 
pricing and marketing 
-They helped the 
students to speak out 
their idea 
-Incorporated English in 
the program when 
making the products 
- Some teachers have 
specific background 
(economics) 
 

- Not all students are 
involved in program 
-Students need to put in 
extra time for program, 
but academic 
curriculum is tough 
- Not enough variability 
in the types of 
instructors for the 
program  
-Do not change product 
pricing, even though 
price fluctuates in 
different seasons. 
-Learned to make 
products from internet 

-Workshops and cookbook idea 
would be effective 
-Increased budget would be good. 
-Teaching all students about 
accounting. 
-More desserts and more students 
involved. 
- Students need more computer, 
marketing, and pricing skills 
- Teacher booklet should include 
marketing, selling techniques, 
new recipes, and ways to find 
market channels. 
-Incorporating material into other 
academic classes would be 
helpful. 
- Wants to engage students more 
and have workshop to teach 
students goal 

-Time, budget, 
and knowledge are 
limited. 

2 -She set up the concept 
with Raks Thai 
-One teacher thinks 
students need to learn 
critical thinking and 
analysis to apply their 
knowledge. 
-Students use critical 
thinking when there are 
problems with growing 
mushrooms. 
-Occupational skills 
teachers chose are what 
is available in the 
community. 

-One teacher had no 
knowledge about 
markting at all only 
knows about marketing 
from internet and 
books. 
-One teacher thinks the 
purpose of the program 
is for the students to get 
money from the 
program to continue 
studies rather than 
getting a job. 
(“เพื่อส่งเสริมให้
นักเรียนมีรายไดจ้าก
กิจกรรม ดีกว่าให้เลิก
เรียนแล้วไปหางานท า”)  

-Poster with mission statement 
will help reinforce both for 
teachers and students. 
-Wants online resources: lesson 
plans, activities, videos. 
-The teacher wants to learn more 
about marketing, market channels, 
wholesalers, and more accounting. 
-One teacher thinks business 
books would be helpful for all 
teachers even if they are not 
involved in program. 
-One teacher thinks students 
would be most interested in 
videos on marketing. 

-Not enough water 
to grow 
mushrooms 
-Not enough 
market channel for 
the baby 
sunflowers 
-Climate can be a 
limitation since 
the agricultural 
product need a 
good climate to 
grow in. 

3 -They worked with 
Raks Thai for 12 years. 
-Worked with parents in 
order to teach students 
-The leader wants to 
“Decrease studying 
increase knowing time” 
which makes the 
program in accordance 
with the government’s 
policy 
-Role model for other 
schools joining the 
program 
 

- Not all students come 
to the orientation to 
learn about the 
program. 

-New pattern for the reed mats can 
increase the profit 
-New market channels such as 
online marketing (Facebook and 
school website), school activities 
and word of mouth can be 
effective 

-Time, budget and 
knowledge about 
cost analysis are 
limited 
- Expanding of the 
project would be 
hard as they have 
to manage 
everything from 
5,000 baht. 
-The space is not 
available for 
everyone 
-The activities are 
limited for male 
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students. 

4 -Teachers teach students 
to learn to make and sell 
products so that they 
can have money to live 
on their own. 
-Students are taught 
how to make a basic 
accounting book by the 
teacher. 
 

-Need to bring in 
family members to 
teach skills to make 
products. 
-Thought the purpose 
of the program was to 
make products sell, not 
develop leadership and 
occupational skills. 
-Students get bored of 
continuously making 
the same products. 

-Need more instructional material 
such as cookbook and videos. 
-Invite more instructors from 
outside of the school. 
-More extra activities to teach 
about basic knowledge about 
marketing. 
-Sharing more information and 
knowledge from other schools 
within the program. (“น าโรงเรยีน
อืน่เป็นตน้แบบ โรงเรยีนทีป่ระสบ
ความส าเรจ็แลว้”) 

-Time, budget and 
knowledge 
-Not enough 
teachers and staffs  
-National Test 
Exam 
-Not all students - 
especially boys - 
are interested in 
the product 
available to make. 

5 - Won a competition for 
the planting seeds 
activity (6th grade) 
-Students learning 
pricing and ability to 
talk 
- Students like 
competition 
- Use crossword puzzles 
when teaching and sing 
songs for lessons 
- Have computers 
- Attending camp and 
making friends gives 
them confidence boost 
- Learn home skills, 
cooking in the house 
- They have a parents 
meeting twice a year 
where information is 
presented about the 
program 
- Get feedback on 
products and then tells 
students 
- Purpose: for students 
to be self-sustainable 
-Learned to make 
handicrafts from 
internet 

-Teaching techniques 
are old. 
-Students do not have 
confidence in 
themselves. 
- Parents will not read 
the newsletter the 
teachers produce if it is 
too long. 
- Some teachers do not 
understand program 
purpose. 
- Students only account 
for price of materials, 
not other costs. 
-Parents do not want 
students to go on 
weekends. 
-Learned to make 
handicrafts from 
internet. 

-Variety of teaching techniques 
(“คณุครทูีน่ี่แกแ่ลว้ มนัจะเยีย่มยอด
มากทีจ่ะมเีทคนิคการสอนใหม่ๆ คดิวา่
เด็กจะรกัโรงเรยีนมากขึน้เพราะ
โรงเรยีนมกีารสอนทีห่ลากหลาย”) 
- Want new techniques 
- Outside professionals teach 
skills, not internal teachers 
- Cookbook, new activities, and 
mission statement would be 
helpful 
- A mission statement poster 
should include statement, 
upcoming plan, and products 
- Thinks videos and computer 
games are useful 
-Need support from Raks Thai 
and other organizations, markets 
channels, and parents support 
- Kids like to sing songs 
- A book with a guide to product 
design, product packaging, and 
knowledge to be a producer would 
be really helpful 
-Useful to teach within all 
subjects like music and dance 
- Wants lesson plan with variety 
of games, knowledge to be 
manufacturer of handicraft, 
requirement to be producer, 
social skills, product design and 
packaging, food recipes 
-Training for teachers in and not 
in program would be useful 

- Some students 
do not gain skills 
because they are 
too young 
- Budget because 
sometimes they 
cannot sell the 
products but still 
need to cover 
costs 
- Parents complain 
about students 
coming on 
weekends to make 
products (parents 
get letters home 
but not satisfied) 
 
 

6 -Have computers 
-Some students improve 
their confidence and the 
amount they answer 
questions in class 
-The teacher sees the 
purpose of the program 
to be students learn 
skills to get a job in real 
life by making the 
products.  
-Boys liked making the 
wooden crafts. 

-The purpose of the 
program is for students 
to learn occupational 
skills: cost analysis and 
making products. 
-No one in school has 
marketing skill or 
marketing channel 
analysis, they just walk 
around the village to 
sell the products, 
-Instructor chooses 
price, so the student 

-Thinks it would be smart to 
divide students based on their 
interests. 
-Want to improve marketing 
channel and packaging. 
-Need market for products. 
-Newsletter idea could be 
effective. 

-Lack instruction 
for the wooden 
crafts making. 
-Not enough 
instructors that 
have knowledge 
about how to 
make the products 
-Program budget 
is limited. 
-Lack of 
electricity at the 
school. 
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does not decide it on 
their own. 
-The students are shy 
when selling the 
products. 

-The school does 
not achieve the 
program objective 
because the 
students are shy to 
sell the products 
-Not enough 
instructors have 
knowledge about 
how to make the 
products. 
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APPENDIX J: Objective 1 - SWOT Analysis of Student Responses 

SWOT Internal Factors External Factors 

School Strength  Weakness Opportunity Threat 

1 - They have learned 
teamwork, cooperation, 
communication, exchanging 
opinions, and helping each 
other 
-Record cost/profit/loss once 
a week 
-Learned managing and 
supply chain skills - making, 
packaging, etc. 

-Students do not 
understand purpose of 
program (“เพือ่หารายได ้
เสรมิ แบ่งเบาภาระพ่อแม่”) 
- They want to make 
products, but are bad at it 
- Do not know how to sell 
or price products 

-Want to do other 
activities (cut hair, 
sewing machine) 
- Suggested an 
accounting book 
(including sales 
pitch) 

- They are not very 
good at making the 
products 
- Funding 

2 -Students believe the program 
teaches them: basic business 
knowledge, time 
management, discounting, 
and selling. 
-The students bring products 
to the market themselves. 
-The students base the 
product pricing off of 
competitors.  
-They like growing 
mushroom especially raising 
mushroom spawn process 

-The students base the 
product pricing off of 
competitors, but this 
means that they do not 
have a method to 
determine the price. 
-Only the student president 
knows exactly what they 
are doing. 
(“เตรยีมความพรอ้มในดา้น
ทกัษะอาชพีและดา้นทกัษะ
ความเป็นผูน้ า เพือ่จะไดน้ า
ความรูท้ีไ่ดไ้ปใชใ้นอณาคต”) 
-Other students do not 
understand the purpose of 
the program (“รูจ้กัควา
สามคัคใีนการท างาน
รว่มกนั”) 

-Want to make 
baskets and Thai 
desserts. 
-The students think 
art class could be 
applied to the 
program. 

-Only the student 
president knows 
exactly what they are 
doing. 
 
 

3 - They learn patience from 
making the mats 
- They learn basic accounting 
skill from their teacher 
-They like making desserts 
- The profit is split among 
students. 
-The desserts can be sold at 
the local market near school 
-They think that making the 
products is a good way to 
spend their free time 

- Not all students enjoy 
making the mats 
- They have little 
knowledge about 
fundamental business 
skills. 
- Prefer making the 
products than selling them 
 
 

-Interested in 
making paper 
flowers 
- Plan to further 
their education 

-Time is limited as the 
students have to study 
for national tests 
-The students cannot 
choose what they want 
to do 
 

4 -Learn how to make different 
products. 
-They feel they can use their 
new occupational skills in 
their daily lives. 
-Helps students improve their 
time management skills. 

-Do not understand the 
purpose of the program. 
(“จะไดใ้ชเ้วลาวา่งใหเ้ป็น
ประโยชน”์) 
-Some students would 
rather do other activities 
such as play sports rather 
than make desserts.  
-They do not know how to 
calculate for the cost. 

-New product ie. 
jelly and other 
types of dessert 
-The student want 
to raise the price of 
the product (but the 
teacher want to 
keep it the same). 
-The student want 
to sell the product 
by themselves at 

-They want to make 
other product but they 
do not know what to 
do. 
-Students say that the 
teachers are not 
interested in if the 
project is fun, they 
make them do it 
anyway. 
-Believe they are 
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the school co-op. 
 

selling the products for 
not enough Baht. 

5 -They enjoy making it. 
-They understand the project 
is teaching leadership and 
occupational skills. 
-One student said she can 
make the product all by 
herself if given the supplies. 
-They have to put a lot of 
effort into the figures because 
they are put into a 
competition. 
-One student likes to make 
new figures. 

-One student said she was 
doing it because the local 
seeds fall and they want to 
bring useless items a new 
life. 
-They know a little about 
the marketing plan. 

-Suggested making 
cartoons as another 
option for the 
souvenirs patterns. 
-Wants to make 
keychains. 
-They want to do 
more products. 

-Souvenirs area 6th 
grade activity because 
the teachers know how 
to make them. 

6 - Hard to sell products at first 
but then got easier 
- They do cost/ profit/loss log 
when selling products 
- Program gives them the 
skills to be an adult 
(responsibility, academic 
knowledge, and the language 
of ASEAN) 
- Learn basic accounting 
skills in their free time 

- Inconsistent profit and 
sales 
-Sing songs, but do not 
play other games 
- Do not know a lot of 
information about how to 
make products 
- Hesitated when asked 
about objective of the 
program 
- Do not know purpose, 
objectives, or who Raks 
Thai is 
- 2 out of 3 students did 
not know that there was a 
program or its purpose 
(“ไม่เคยไดย้นิโครงการนี้
เลย”) 

-Enjoy games like 
jeopardy 
-None of them like 
math but if used 
cooking during 
math they think it 
would be more fun 
-Want to know 
recipes because 
they like to eat food 
- They want to 
make more desserts 
 

-Videos in central Thai 
are too hard for 
students to understand 
-Edible foods easily 
spoil so need to sell 
immediately 
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APPENDIX K: Objective 2 - SWOT Analysis of Guardian Responses 

SWOT Internal Factors External Factors 

School Strength  Weakness Opportunity Threat 

1 -They want their students to 
be prepared for a job after 
graduation and to be a 
better person. 
-Students have the 
opportunity to work in and 
out of the classroom. 

-The program is 
working to complete 
the objective but has 
not quite gotten there. 
-Only know what the 
children tell them. 
 
 

-Suggested making sure kids 
tell their parents about the 
program so that they can 
advocate for it. 
-Wants the Raks Thai 
Foundation to help with the 
budget so the student that are 
very poor will be able to join. 

-Pay to be 
involved to make 
the product so if 
the parents do not 
have enough 
money their kids 
will not be able to 
join the program. 

2 -Students gain 
responsibility, put in more 
effort, grow up, and learn 
time management and 
managing skills. 
-Kids rotate the project they 
are working on so that they 
do not get tired of them. 
-Sees the program as a 
stepping stone for the 
future. 

-Attended parents 
meeting but still did 
not understand the 
purpose of the 
program at all.  
-Parents seemed 
confused during the 
interview and agreed 
with whatever was 
asked. 

-Wants more information so he 
can motivate his son to be 
involved. 
-Want more opportunities for 
children to join the program. 
-Suggested a parent orientation 
in order for parents to learn 
about the Raks Thai program. 
-Wants different occupational 
skill (i.e. raising chickens, fish, 
frogs). 

-Do not 
understand Central 
Thai language. 
 

3 -Students gain skills like 
responsibility and time 
management. 
-Better use of students’ 
time by making money and 
not just hanging out after 
school. 
-Can teach students how to 
make mats and how to 
make a profit from them. 
-Parents have materials for 
the student’s product. 

-Time consuming 
work takes 3 days to 
make each reed mat. 

-More markets to sell products 
at to increase success. 

-Parents are busy 
farming from July 
until the winter. 
-Students do not 
know how to make 
some products, 
like edges of mats, 
on their own. 
 
 

4 -The program is beneficial 
to students and can be 
useful for their future. 
-Parents talked to their 
children about the program 
and they enjoyed it. 

-Parents did not know 
the purpose of the 
program at first so 
they could not 
encourage their kids 
to participate in it 
until they understood 
what it was. 

-The program needs more of a 
variety of products 

N/A 

5 -The student makes Thai 
desserts at home, can be her 
future occupation 
-Notices she helps with 
housework more 
-Believes occupational 
skills are better than 
academics 

-Mom is not involved 
in program, 
grandmother is a 
caretaker 

N/A N/A 

*6 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
*Note: Parents were not available to interview at school 6 
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APPENDIX L: Objective 3 - 4P’s Analysis of Vendor Responses in the Red Lotus Sea Market 

 4P’s (11 Vendors Total) 

Vendors Product Price Place Promotion 

Sells Edible 
Products 

- Not willing to buy 
products from 
another source at the 
end of the season, 
but would buy them 
at the beginning of 
the next season. 
- Fast food that 
customers can eat 
on the go sells well 

 - Sells best on weekends 
- Wants the water to 
drop so more lotus 
flowers are shown - 
meaning high season 
would last longer and 
she would make more 
money. 
- He likes selling at local 
markets because he likes 
to sell to tourists and 
locals 

- 1 pcs. for 35 baht and 3 
pcs. for 100 baht 

 

Sells Edible 
and 
Nonedible 

- Willing to buy the 
student products but 
she does not have 
enough space and 
time to tell the 
products 
- Drinks sell more 
than mats at one 
vendor 
- People buy mats to 
give to temple 
- Mats were of less 
quality than the 
students 

- After we show the 
student products to the 
vendors, she suggests 
that the price can be 
higher. For example, 
Reed mat product the 
school sells at 40 Baht 
but the vendors said 79 
or 99 Baht. 
- Will take 
compensation for selling 
products at person’s 
spot 

- Have to pay daily 
rental cost 
- Tourist attraction that 
depends on natural 
phenomenon 
- Edible products may 
sell better in OTOPS 
market 

- Should make the product 
in front of the customers 
to attract the tourist 
- Willing to sell other 
products because thinks 
diversity of products will 
attract customers 
- Customers can do 
bargaining 

Sells Non-
Edible 
Products 

- Products were 
similar to students 
(painted figures and 
mobiles made by 
students) 
- Will hire if more 
products are needed 
- Spends year 
making products to 
have a stock 
-A vendor prefers 
souvenirs over 
desserts 

- Liked the idea of 
students helping to sell 
vendor products in 
addition to their own 

- Not enough customers/ 
demand changes as 
season changes. 
- Vendors may not come 
every day however some 
locals come every day 
during peak season. 
- Lower sales this year 
because the water level 
was high and the lotus 
flowers could not be 
seen, so tourists are now 
going to other sites too 
and not to the Red Lotus 
Sea as much. 
- Having products made 
at Red Lotus Sea will 
help sell. 

- Outside products will 
help promotion of store 
- Wants items that 
represent the Red Lotus 
Sea; example he would 
buy wooden red lotus or 
engraved red lotus. 
- A vendor would buy the 
products if we said it was 
made by children in an 
extended opportunity 
school. 
- A vendor said the 
students’ products need 
better presentation. 
(maybe a picture of 
students/ poster would be 
helpful.) 
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APPENDIX M: Objective 3 - 4P’s Analysis of Consumer Responses in the Red Lotus Sea Market 

4P’s (10 Customers Total) 

Product Price Place Promotion 

-Want products to look like 
Red Lotus Sea (wooden lotus). 
-Want Red Lotus Sea 
engraving. 
- Edible products are harder to 
sell and you can get them 
anywhere. 
-Older consumers like photo 
frames and shirts 
- Younger consumers like 
clothes and accessories. 
- Prefer souvenirs over desserts 
- More interesting if the 
products are from 
underprivileged teenagers. 
- Tourists prefer handmade 
products. 

- Most willing to buy 
products between 20 and 
150 Baht. 
- Would price keychains at 
39 baat and other products 
159-199. 
- Think 5 baht is good for 
cookies. 
-Consumers are attracted to 
deals such as buy 1, get 1 
free. or 20 baht/one with 50 
baht/3 
-Consumers plan to pay 20 
baht for a souvenir for a 
friend and 200 baht for a gift 
for family members. 
 

- Peak season: end 
of December to 
February  
- Prefer the market 
to be on concrete 
road located near 
the parking lot  

-Want to know that teenagers 
from extended opportunity 
school made it 
-When people learn that products 
are made by teens it makes them 
more impressed so that they buy 
them 
-Souvenirs should have the label 
that they are made by students 
-People are more likely to be 
attracted to going to the market 
when a lot of red lotus flowers 
have bloomed.  
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APPENDIX N: Program Guide for Teachers in the YLD Programs 
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APPENDIX O: Description of Program Guide  

 In this chapter, we discuss the material included in our deliverable, a teacher program guide. 
The guide was created based on feedback from interviews with teachers, guardians, and students in 
Youth Leadership Development, YLD, programs in six schools in the Kumphawapi District of Udon 
Thani. This guide contains innovative exercises, activities, and teaching material that will provide 
teachers with additional resources to teach the students occupational and leadership skills, and therefore 
help them to fulfill the purpose of the YLD program. The program guide can be used at all six of the 
current YLD schools and is a resource that Raks Thai Foundation can continually add to and use to 
implement the program in other schools in the future. The program guide is separated into chapters 
based on the different aspects we have concluded will be beneficial based on our results. The table 
below shows the major components of the program guide and why we included them. Our teacher 
program guide has been created completely in Thai, therefore the rest of this section gives an English 
overview of the material.  
 

Chapter Importance 

1. Purpose of program guide To explain the purpose of the guide to the 
teachers that will be using them. 

2. Mission Statement To explain why using a mission statement is 
useful, provide teachers with a mission statement 
for the program, and example posters for them to 
convey the mission statement to students. 

3. Marketing and business curriculum 
E. How to price 
F. How to record transactions 
G. How to sell 
H. How to advertise  

 

To provide teachers with knowledge of basic 
business so they can effectively teach the 
students how to price and sell their products and 
use this knowledge to improve their leadership 
and occupational skills. 

4. Conclusion To thank teachers for reading. 

 
1. Purpose of the Program Guide 
There are 84 schools in Thailand that are already involved in YLD Programs created for the 

King, and the Raks Thai Foundation has become a part of a larger goal to increase the prosperity of 
Northeastern citizens. Merck Thailand has funded the Raks Thai Foundation’s efforts to increase the 
leadership and occupational skills of teenagers in the Kumphawapi district. This program guide is for 
the use of teachers in these YLD Programs that are already in place and for those developed in the 
future. Merck Thailand’s goal for these YLD programs is that students that participate should be trained 
on self-review skills, technical knowhow, start off-resources and experiences that are needed for 
success. Children and adults should gain the confidence, self-image and analytical skills to make their 
own decisions and choices that will lead them to improved personal and social lives in harmony with 
their environment.  
The purpose of this guide is: 

1. To aid the teachers in facilitating the YLD Program put in place by Raks Thai Foundation in 
six schools in the Kumphawapi District of Udon Thani, Thailand. 

2. To act as a resource for the six schools, highlighting strengths and recommendations that can 
be used to improve the overall structure of all of the YLD programs. 

3. To provide teachers with instructions and examples on labeling, advertising, and pricing of 
products.  
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2. Purpose and Mission Statement 

The first section included in the Teacher Resource Program Guide is the program guide’s 
purpose. This serves to explain to the teachers why the program guide was made and why they should 
use it. Next, the mission statement is included to explain the mission of the program. The Mission 
Statement we created for the Raks Thai Foundation Youth Leadership Development Program is: 

To inspire and empower youth to seek higher education and success in jobs by instilling 
leadership and confidence in them.  

The program guide recommends that each school creates a poster with the program mission statement 
for stakeholders to continually reference. If students, teachers, and guardians are able to reference the 
mission statement easily it will constantly reinforce the purpose of the program. Furthermore, if the 
students fully understand the purpose of the program, and gain leadership and confidence, they will be 
more inspired to continue onto higher education and seek successful jobs. Additionally, when teachers 
understand the purpose of the program they will more easily be able to support and guide the students 
in learning skills, such as: responsibility, basic business skills, confidence, and time management, that 
can be applied to future jobs and education paths. Lastly, guardians are role models and support 
systems for their children and therefore if they are aware of the programs purpose they will be more 
likely to support the program and encourage their child to also get involved and work towards 
achieving the program goal. Ultimately, when all stakeholders understand the purpose of the program, 
they will be more motivated to participate and make the program as successful as possible.  

Along with providing the mission statement in the program guide, posters will also display the 
mission statement and reinforce the students’ understanding of the program by promoting skills 
students can learn. Example posters are included in the program guide for the Raks Thai Foundation 
and teachers to reference to then create for their respective schools. Posters 1 and Poster 2 show a 
combination of words to explain the program in both English and Thai, respectively. These words are 
the answers to the question “What are three words to describe this program?” which was asked to the 
teachers interviewed. There are a variety of answers, but the most common word that people answered 
is “good,” which is why it is the biggest word on the poster. Poster 3 is an example of a poster 
promoting the mission statement of this program in Thai. Graphics such as the school logos on the 
poster may be changed to represent the school the poster is being used at. Poster 4 is an example of the 
quote from the program’s mission statement, the graphic and background picture can be changed to 
represent different schools’ students and products. Poster 5 is an example of a poster in English that 
shares the program’s mission statement and also incorporates the use of Poster 1 to present people’s 
thoughts on the program in the advertisement.  
 
3. Marketing and Business Curriculum 

The purpose of this section is to provide teachers with useful information about basic business 
skills in order for them to teach the students this knowledge to improve their leadership and 
occupational skills. As seen from information gathered, the students have not had success in selling 
their non-edible products. Therefore, we are providing this section of the program guide as a resource 
for teachers as we believe that increasing the teacher's’ knowledge will also increase the knowledge of 
the students. The section begins with the purpose of each subsection which includes 3A. How to Price, 
3B. How to Record Transactions, 3C. How to Sell, and 3D. How to Attract Customers. Each purpose 
outlines what students will gain from learning these skills. For example, from learning how to price 
products students will learn critical thinking skills and how to understand the market so they can 
properly price the items. Through outlining the purpose of learning how to price, record transactions, 
sell products, and attract customers, we believe that the teachers will understand the relevance of 
including these sections as part of the marketing and business curriculum and then use the activities 
about these topics from the program guide. If the teachers understand the purpose of the students 
learning these skills, then they will be able to convey the importance to the students.  
 
3A. How to Price 
 This section provides guidelines for “How to Price your Product”. Through a step by step 
process, we hope teachers will better understand how to teach their students how to price the products 
they are selling. The four simple steps present the information in an efficient, yet effective manner so 
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that teachers easily understand and teach the information to the students. In this section there is also an 
example activity to give students practice pricing products. The activity works by supplying students 
with the cost of each ingredient in a recipe provided as well as the cost for transportation to get to the 
market and the cost of labor. With this information the students first have to find the total cost of 
making the product and how much each individual item will be sold to customers. Second, the students 
will have to calculate to see if they have enough materials to make the number of products the activity 
says to. Third, after accounting for the product material, transportation, and markup cost to find the 
actual selling price, they must report whether they had a profit or loss from their calculation and the 
given information. They have to repeat this process for another product and decide which one is better. 
This activity teaches valuable pricing skills because students have to think critically to decide what the 
price of the products will be and eventually if they will have a profit or loss from their sales, just like 
they will have to do in real life when they sell their own products.  
 
3B. How to Record Transactions 
 This section provides guidelines for “How to Record Transactions”. We provide a step by step 
process of how to record daily cash flow into a simple accounting table. This section also contains an 
example activity for students to practice. In the activity, monthly transactions are given with event 
descriptions. The students have to build up the accounting table and fill it in with the information 
provided. By doing this activity, students will be able to understand how to do basic accounting. In 
addition, teachers could also apply this information into their mathematics lessons to reinforce them and 
further educate all students in the school not just the ones involved in the program.  
 
3C. How to Sell  
 This section provides guidelines for “How to Sell” and “How to Talk to Customers”. In the 
“How to Sell” subsection, seven basic steps in the selling process are provided. The steps allow 
teachers to learn an efficient way to approach customers. In the subsection of “How to Talk to 
Customers,” we provide five basic steps for how to talk to customers and two tips on how students 
should prepare before meeting with customers. In this subsection, we also provide an example activity 
about talking to customers. The activity works by dividing students into groups of three with one person 
taking the role of being the seller, one person taking the role of the buyer, and the last person as an 
observer. Each group has to perform a mock selling scenario. The observer has to take down notes 
about the situation and share it to the actors when the scenario ends. The game is intended to be 
repeated until all three students perform all of the roles. This activity is intended to teach problem 
solving skills and analyzing skills because students will need to critically think about what is going to 
happen, what questions a buyer will ask, and what they should do if there is a problem.  
 
3D. How to Attract Customers 
 This section provides guidelines for “How to Attract Customers,” “How to Make an Effective 
Product Label,” and “How to Make a Poster.” Through the subsection about “How to Attract 
Customers,” teachers will learn how to teach the students how to attract customer’s attention in terms of 
the appearance, price of products, as well as, the knowledge and friendliness of sellers. In the 
subsection about “How to Make an Effective Label,” we give suggestions of what should be included in 
a product label as well as how the label’s appearance should be in order to make products identifiable. 
An example of an effective label is also provided along with an activity that allows students to practice 
what they have learned in this section. For the last subsection, “How to Make a Poster,” we first explain 
the purpose of why posters are needed so that teachers can see that having posters for products is a 
strong form of advertisement. In addition, we also give some suggestions about a template for posters 
that the stakeholders can make, including size, content, layout, and design. There are a few food posters 
as samples given at the end of this section. 
 
Conclusion 
This page gives a summary of the resource guide and thanks teachers for reading. 
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APPENDIX P: Potential Agreement Details with Red Lotus Sea Restaurant Owner  

Contact Information: 
Contact Name (Nickname): Mrs. Noi 
Contact Phone Number: 0958924039 

 
 
An ideal agreement with this vendor would allow the students to sell their products on her 

property on the weekends from December to February. Students from all six schools could sell their 
non-edible products at this location. A potential system for students to sell their products could be that 
four to six students who volunteer from any of the six schools come to the market to sell all of the YLD 
program products per day. The volunteer students could have a rotation for the students at all of the 
schools. The schools would drop off the products before the weekend and the Raks Thai Foundation 
could create a list of all YLD products. The list of all YLD products includes the type of products and 
the producers. Even though all of the students do not sell their own products in this system, we believe 
this will give the student volunteers real life experience, which cannot be obtained in a lecture class. 
The students would gain experience talking to customers and advertising their products, while working 
as a team with new students to manage the shop. Additionally, it would bring more unity to the six 
schools involved in the program, which could aid the sharing of resources mentioned in 
Recommendation 1. It would open a channel of networking between the schools if they see each other 
on a regular basis. Another potential system of selling would be for the schools to rotate using the stand 
for one weekend each. This would alleviate the burden of the schools delivering their products each 
week, however, one school may not have enough products or student volunteers to maintain the stand 
for an entire weekend. 

In addition, to benefit both the YLD program and the restaurant owner, the students could sell 
their souvenirs with the restaurant owner’s products. During our interview, she told us that the 
souvenirs she was selling were made by other teenagers in the Kumphawapi district. Since the woman 
owned a restaurant and the teenagers did not sell their own products, she told us the souvenirs often 
were left on display unattended. To alleviate this stress, the restaurant owner’s own products with their 
prices could be added to the combined product list. By selling her products, the students would be able 
to gain more experience selling products and talking to customers, while the restaurant owner would 
not have to worry about the shop when running her restaurant.  

 
 

 
 
 


